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CITY COUNCIL — REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 @ 6:30 PM
Huron City Hall - Council Chambers
417 Main Street
Huron, Ohio 44839

I.

Call To Order Moment of Silence followed by the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag

II.

Roll Call of City Council

III.

Approval of Minutes
III.a Approval of Minutes of August 10, 2021 regular meeting of Council.
III.b Approval of minutes of August 24, 2021 regular meeting of Council.

IV. Audience Comments Citizens may address their concerns to City Council. Please state your name and
address for the recorded journal. (3-minute time limit)

V.

Old Business

VI. New Business
VI.a Resolution No. 60-2021
A resolution authorizing an agreement with OHM Advisors for surveying, engineering design and
bidding services relating to the Sawmill Parkway Reconstruction Project.
VI.b Resolution No. 61-2021
A resolution adopting the City's update to its Master Plan - Huron Vision 2020 Action Plan.
VI.c Resolution No. 62-2021
A resolution authorizing the City Manager to accept a grant from the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources for construction of a fish cleaning station at the Huron Boat Launch.
VI.d Resolution No. 63-2021
A resolution authorizing Change Order No. 1 from City Architecture relating to the City of Huron Vision
2020 Action Plan.
VI.e Resolution No. 64-2021
A resolution authorizing a request from St. Peter School for placement of signage in the median area
promoting their 5K and Fun Run event to be held on October 30, 2021.
VI.f Ordinance No. 2021-32
An annual ordinance authorizing the tax levies for the City of Huron as determined by the Budget
Commission of Erie County.

VI.g Ordinance No. 2021-33
An ordinance providing for the issuance and sale of bonds in the amount of $300,000 to pay costs of
improving a portion of US-6.
VI.h Ordinance No. 2021-34
Supplemental appropriations and an increase in estimated resources ordinance.

VII. City Manager's Discussion
VIII. Mayor's Discussion
IX.

For the Good of the Order

X.

Executive Session(s)

XI.

Adjournment

TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

Mayor Artino and City Council
Matthew Lasko
Resolution No. 60-2021
September 14, 2021

Subject Matter/Background
Sawmill Parkway, the City’s main industrial parkway, is home to a substantial amount of commercial activity. On a
biennial basis, the City conducts an exhaustive review of the pavement conditions for all existing streets.
According to the most recent review, Sawmill Parkway was given a score of 2 points out of 100. Mitigation efforts
have been undertaken to make subtle improvements; however, those improvements are insufficient for longterm maintenance of the infrastructure. With the anticipated development coming at the end of the parkway,
total reconstruction of the parkway is necessary.
The project, which is anticipated to cost an estimated $3.5 million, is proposed to be designed by the City’s
preferred engineer, OHM. In order to fund this project, the City successfully received 100% of the anticipated
project cost in State and Federal grants, of which OHM’s assistance was a critical component of the application
process. The proposed cost of design in the amount of $226,550 is 6.47% of the anticipated project cost.
Due to State and Federal funding regulations, the construction management firm must be different from the
design firm, so this will preclude OHM from providing construction management services on this project. The City
will need to undertake a selection process later this year in anticipation of the project being awarded.
The targeted bid date is Q1 2022, with construction slated to start Q2 2022.

Financial Review
The City will separately track revenue and expenses related to the Sawmill Parkway Road Improvements in the
Capital Improvement Fund (Fund 401). OHM's designed proposal, totaling $226,550, will be reimbursed through
the State and Federal grants awarded to the City for this project. Fund 401 will account for the project costs and
grant reimbursements. The appropriation measure in front for Council for this meeting will show a net zero
impact the City's total budget.

Legal Review
The matter has been reviewed, follows normal legislative processes and is properly before you.

Recommendation
If Council is in agreement, a motion adopting Resolution 60-2021 is in order.
Resolution No. 60-2021.doc
Resolution No. 60-2021 Exhibit A.pdf

RESOLUTION NO. 60-2021
Introduced by Monty Tapp

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO ACCEPT THE
PROPOSAL AND ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH OHM ADVISORS FOR THE
PROVISION OF SURVEYING, ENGINEERING DESIGN AND BIDDING SERVICES
RELATED TO THE SAWMILL PARKWAY RESCONSTRUCTION PROJECT AT A
COST NOT TO EXCEED TWO HUNDRED TWENTY-SIX THOUSAND FIVE
HUNDRED FIFTY AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($226,550.00)
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF HURON, OHIO:
SECTION 1. That the City Manager is authorized and directed to accept the proposal
and enter into an agreement with OHM Advisors for the provision of surveying, engineering
design and bidding services relating to the Sawmill Parkway Reconstruction Project at a cost not
to exceed Two Hundred Twenty-Six Thousand Five Hundred Fifty and 00/100 Dollars
($226,550.00), which agreement shall be substantially in the form of Exhibit “A” attached hereto
and made a part hereof.
SECTION 2. That this Council hereby finds and determines that all formal actions
relative to the adoption of this Resolution were taken in an open meeting of this Council and that
all deliberations of this Council and of its Committees, if any, which resulted in formal action,
were taken in meetings open to the public in full compliance with applicable legal requirements,
including O.R.C. §121.22.
SECTION 3. That this Resolution shall be in full force and effect from and immediately
after its adoption.

Sam Artino, Mayor
ATTEST:
Clerk of Council
ADOPTED:

August 18, 2021
City of Huron
Attn: Matt Lasko, City Manager
417 Main Street
Huron, OH 44839
RE:

Sawmill Parkway – Contract Modification
Additional Survey, Plans Completion and Bidding Services
Proposal # 17125A

Dear Mr. Lasko:
The following scope of services, price proposal, and project schedule represent our understanding of the project,
based upon prior discussions, meetings, and/or additional project information made available at the time of this
proposal. Should you have any questions, please let us know.
Proposal Outline
Proposal Outline....................................................................................................................................................................... 1
Project Scope ............................................................................................................................................................................ 2
Scope of Services (Survey Tasks) ........................................................................................................................................... 2
Scope of Services (Engineering Services) ............................................................................................................................. 3
Scope of Services (Bidding Tasks) ......................................................................................................................................... 4
Price Proposal ........................................................................................................................................................................... 5
Standard Terms & Conditions ............................................................................................................................................... 6
Sincerely,
OHM Advisors

Authorization to Proceed

Chad M. Lewis, PE, Project Manager

Signature

Date

Printed Name

Title

Chad.lewis@ohm-advisors.com
D: 216.865.1345

Russell Critelli, PE, PMP
Manager of Cleveland
Russ.critelli@ohm-advisors.com
D: 216.865.1339

OHM Advisors®
6001 EUCLID AVENUE, SUITE 130
CLEVELAND OHIO 44103

T 216.865.1335
F 330.319.8691

OHM-Advisors.com

Sawmill Parkway – Contract Modification
August 18, 2021
Page 2 of 6

Project Scope
The enclosed project scope and fee proposal is provided for the City of Huron’s Sawmill Parkway Reconstruction
project. After consideration of the preliminary engineering plans, it has been determined the pavement will be
replaced full-depth, full-width, from the Rye Beach Road intersection to a new cul-de-sac/terminus at the east end.
This proposal includes services to update the topographic survey at the east end, finalize engineering plans,
develop the bid book, and provide bidding and award services.

Scope of Services (Survey Tasks)
Task #1
Utility Easement Research
• The following services are included in the fee shown:
o Research of existing utility easements adjacent to the current right of way
▪ Meetings and coordination with the County Recorder’s Office
▪ Meetings and coordination with the County Engineer’s Office
▪ Contact existing utility owners.
o Review easement research and show on the base map.
Task #2
Topographic Survey
• The following services are included in the fee shown:
o Limits of Survey:
▪ Eastern 1,150 feet of the roadway as impacted by the 2021 Ardagh site redevelopment.
• Right-of-way limits, plus ten (10) feet.
▪ Cul-de-sac Area
• Proposed right-of-way limits, plus ten (10) feet.
o Data Collected:
▪ Roadway centerline, pavement joints, and edge of pavement.
▪ Storm and sanitary sewers.
▪ Ditches
▪ All existing utilities (overhead and underground), as marked by OUPS.
▪ All driveways, hard surfaces, etc.
▪ All landscape areas, trees, bushes, etc.
▪ Contour elevations for the area
▪ All other important topographic features that might impact construction.
o This information will be collected and provided in an AutoCAD format for use in design to
include the complete existing base map and right-of-way calculations.

OHM Advisors®
6001 EUCLID AVENUE, SUITE 130
CLEVELAND OHIO 44103

T 216.865.1335
F 330.319.8691

OHM-Advisors.com

Sawmill Parkway – Contract Modification
August 18, 2021
Page 3 of 6

Scope of Services (Engineering Services)
Task #59
Design Development
• The following services are included in the fee shown:
o Design Development of:
▪ Roadway profile
▪ Typical section
▪ Cross sections and grading
▪ Driveway profiles and elevation details
▪ Storm sewer and drainage upgrades
▪ Maintenance of traffic
o Proposed utility coordination
▪ Huron Public Power
▪ Fiber Optic
• OHM will include utility conduit(s) in design based on size requirements,
appurtenances, trench specifications, etc., as communicated by third party utility
designer.
o Design Coordination for the Ardagh site development
▪ OHM will coordinate design consistency with the proposed Ardagh developer/engineer.
o Design Development Plan Set will include:
▪ Title Sheet
▪ Legend
▪ Schematic Plan
▪ Property Ownership
▪ Typical Sections
▪ General Notes
▪ Maintenance of Traffic Plan
▪ General Summary (Quantities)
▪ Plan & Profile Sheets
▪ Cross Sections
▪ Intersection Detail
▪ Cul-de-sac Detail
▪ Drive Details
▪ Utility, Drainage, and Sewer Details
▪ Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan
o Preparation of Detailed Design level construction cost estimate
o Coordination of plans with public agencies, including:
▪ Erie County DOES
▪ City of Huron, Division of Water
o Submittal of Design Plans to private utility companies for further coordination of impacts/
conflicts with their facilities for purposes of relocation

OHM Advisors®
6001 EUCLID AVENUE, SUITE 130
CLEVELAND OHIO 44103

T 216.865.1335
F 330.319.8691

OHM-Advisors.com

Sawmill Parkway – Contract Modification
August 18, 2021
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Task # 60
Construction Documents
• The following services are included in the fee shown:
o Finalize design based on coordination and feedback from review submittals to the City, Erie
County DOES, and private utility companies
o Finalize project quantities.
o Finalize plan set (sheets as listed in Task #59)
o Plans will include all details and specifications required for public bidding of a unit price contract,
in accordance with city standards.
o Coordination and approval of Final Construction plans with public agencies, including:
▪ Erie County DOES
▪ City of Huron Water Department
▪ City of Huron Street Department
o Final plans will be made available in full-size sets (22” x 34”) for purchase by bidders.
Task #90
Official Engineer’s Project Cost Estimate
• The following services are included in the fee shown:
o Determination of Estimated Quantities for construction
o Evaluation and Estimate of Construction Costs for use with Public Bidding Requirements

Scope of Services (Bidding Tasks)
Task #151
Bidding and Contract Documents
• The following services are included in the fee shown:
o Preparation of bid documents including legal advertisement, instructions to bidders, bid forms,
contract forms and affidavits, prevailing wage forms, EEO forms, scope of work, schedule, and
other Owner forms and requirements to be added to the public bidding process.
o These documents will be 100% complete, ready for bidding of the Public Project.
o Bid books will be made available for purchasing by bidders
Task #152
Bid Process, Review, & Award
• The following services are included in the fee shown:
o Pre-Bid Meeting
• This is an opportunity for the prospective bidders and Owner representatives to discuss
any pre-bid questions/clarifications and to explain the contractual process and
obligations of the contractor and the Owner.
• OHM will hold the meeting with prospective bidders, record notes, answer questions,
and distribute meeting minutes to plan holders.
o Addendums
• This activity is necessary to provide written explanation to all bidders for any questions
regarding the bid documents and plans.
• Depending upon the size and complexity of the project, multiple addendums may be
required for the project.
• OHM will prepare addendums/clarifications and any necessary supporting documents
and distribute to plan holders.

OHM Advisors®
6001 EUCLID AVENUE, SUITE 130
CLEVELAND OHIO 44103

T 216.865.1335
F 330.319.8691
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o

o

Post-Bid Activities
• Evaluation of bids and contractor qualifications
• Pre-Award Meeting to review all bid items with apparent low bidder
• Recommendation of Award to the Owner
Contract Documents
• OHM will prepare (3) three copies of contract documents for execution, bonding,
insurance, etc.
• OHM will prepare the notice of commencement for signature(s)

Price Proposal
#

Survey Tasks

Fee

Task #1

Utility Easement Research

$ 3,000

Task #2

Topographic Services

$ 5,000

Subtotal =
#

$ 8,000

Engineering Tasks

Task #59

Design Development

$ 102,550

Task #60

Construction Documents

$ 107,500

Task #90

Official Engineer’s Project Cost Estimate

$ 2,500

Subtotal =
#

Bidding Tasks

$ 212,550
Fee

Task #151

Bidding & Contract Documents

$ 3,000

Task #152

Bid Process, Review & Award

$ 3,000

Subtotal =
Grand Total =

Anticipated Project Schedule
Survey Tasks:

September/October 2021

Engineering Tasks:

September 2021 through March 2022

Project Bidding Tasks:

April/May 2022

Construction Tasks:

June 2022 through November 2022

OHM Advisors®
6001 EUCLID AVENUE, SUITE 130
CLEVELAND OHIO 44103

T 216.865.1335
F 330.319.8691

OHM-Advisors.com

$ 6,000
$ 226,550

Sawmill Parkway – Contract Modification
August 18, 2021
Page 6 of 6

Standard Terms & Conditions
The Standard Terms and Conditions contained in the Annual Engineer contract (as approved by Council
Legislation) shall also apply to this contract.

OHM Advisors®
6001 EUCLID AVENUE, SUITE 130
CLEVELAND OHIO 44103

T 216.865.1335
F 330.319.8691

OHM-Advisors.com

TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

Mayor Artino and City Council
Terri Welkener , Clerk of Council
Resolution No. 61-2021
September 14, 2021

Subject Matter/Background
On February 23, 2021, Council adopted a resolution authorizing the City Manager to enter into an agreement with
City Architecture to review, advance and overlay recent planning initiatives for the City of Huron. Several work
sessions of Council and joint work sessions with the Planning Commission were held with representatives of City
Architecture and Restart Smart to draft vision, guiding principles and goals of Council. Building from the finalized
vision statement and goals, the consultant team created a series of implementation/initiatives for Council's
review, which were then prioritized.
Following a joint work session of Huron City Council and the Planning Commission on August 25, 2021, the
Planning Commission recommended adoption of the draft Master Plan update. City Architecture made final
revisions to the Master Plan update based on the discussions at the joint work session, culminating in the final
Huron Vision 2020 Action Plan, which is now before Council for final adoption.

Financial Review
The Finance Director will work closely with the City Manager, Department heads, City Council, and the Finance
Committee to develop a plan for funding the City's updated Master Plan. City Architecture's contract was
approved by Council and paid through the City's Economic Development Fund.

Legal Review
The matter has been reviewed, follows normal administrative procedure and is properly before you.

Recommendation
If Council is in agreement, a motion adopting Resolution 61-2021 is in order.
Resolution No. 61-2021.doc
Resolution No. 61-2021 Exhibit A.pdf

RESOLUTION NO. 61-2021
Introduced by Sam Artino

A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE CITY’S UPDATE TO ITS MASTER PLAN,
ENTITLED HURON VISION 2020 ACTION PLAN, AS PRESENTED BY CITY
ARCHITECTURE, RESTART SMART AND THE ADMINISTRATION
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF HURON, OHIO:
SECTION 1. That City Council hereby formally adopts the City’s update to its Master
Plan, Huron Vision 2020 Action Plan, as presented by City Architecture, Restart Smart and the
administration; acknowledges this plan is a living document which will continue to evolve
through the completion and addition of goals and objectives; this plan shall be in substantially
the form of Exhibit “A” attached hereto and made a part hereof.
SECTION 2. That this Council hereby finds and determines that all formal actions
relative to the adoption of this Resolution were taken in an open meeting of the Council and that
all deliberations of this Council and of its committees, if any, which resulted in formal action,
were taken in meetings open to the public in full compliance with applicable legal requirements,
including O.RC. §121.22 of the Revised Code.
SECTION 3. That this Resolution shall go into effect and be in full force and effect
immediately upon its adoption.

Sam Artino, Mayor

ATTEST:
Clerk of Council
ADOPTED:

city of huron
VISION 2020 action plan
september 2021

city architecture
(re)startsmart

introduction

The Huron Vision 2020 Plan, completed in 2012, created a citizenled roadmap for focused reinvestment in the City of Huron. Since
the strategic plan’s adoption, the City of Huron has undertaken a
significant number of transformative initiatives. As the vision nears its
10th anniversary, a new City Administration team saw value in revisiting
the plan to chart a course for the next phases of implementation.
The Vision 2020 Action Plan represents an expansion of the original
planning work, taking into account changes within the community
during the last 10 years, implementation work completed to date,
as well as an exploration of community priorities in response to the
development of a vision statement, guiding principles and shared
goals. This document is intended to be a living and flexible framework
to help advance investment and implementation in the City of
Huron. It serves as both an outward facing tool for the community
and potential developers as well as an inward-facing tool to guide
2

decision-making by City leadership.

N

It is important to revisit master plans every ten years to evaluate
progress, understand community concerns and incorporate new
priorities. This allows the document to serve as a dynamic and
relevant decision-making tool. City leadership recognizes that the City
of Huron has undergone growth as a result of the previous plan and is
positioned to undertake projects that can dramatically impact quality
of life for the city’s residents, businesses and visitors.
Since the completion of the Huron Vision 2020 plan the City of Huron
has undertaken a significant amount of work to implement elements
in a manner that provides improved access and opportunities for the
community, while setting the stage to support a range of commercial
and residential growth. This has included the following projects:

HURON 2020 VISION PLAN EXTENSION

Downtown core improvements
• Reconstructed N. Main Street including enhanced streetscape
with sidewalks, lighting, underground utilities, and on-street
parking
• Reconnecting the northern and southern portions of Main Street
with a new road segment
• Acquisition and remediation of the former Showboat Property

PROJECT TEAM +
STAKEHOLDERS
CITY OF HURON
• Sam Artino, Mayor, City Council
• Monty Tapp, Vice Mayor, City Council
• Mark Claus, City Council, Planning Commission

Enhancements to transportation corridors and multi-modal
options
• Installation of the Lake Shore Electric Trail
• Installation of sidewalks that connect from Rye Beach Road to the
Downtown Core

• Christine Crawford, City Council
• Joe Dike, City Council
• Joel Hagy, City Council
• Trey Hardy, City Council

• Installation of sidewalks from city limits on State Route 13

• Matt Lasko, City Manager

• Modification to the US 6 corridor to add bike lanes and install new
sidewalks

• Mike Spafford, Assistant to the City Manager

Economic development opportunities
• Re-development of ConAgra parcel

Other improvements originally called for in the plan that have
been completed or are in a substantial planning phase
• Ornamental lighting along US 6
• Creation of a new intersection on US 6 serving Fabens Park
• Creation of landscaped medians on US 6
• Improvements to the US 6 / Center St. / Jim Campbell Blvd
intersection

• Erik Engle, Planning and Zoning Manager
• Jason Gibboney, Water Superintendent
• Russ Critelli, City Engineer
• Doug Steinwart, Parks and Recreation Manager
• Gary Boyle, Planning Commission
• Mark Cencer, Planning Commission
• Jim Hartley, Planning Commission
• Bob Howell, Planning Commission

(RE)STARTSMART
• Shelley Freed, Chief Learner

• Major improvements to the Boat Basin

CITY ARCHITECTURE
Additional elements of the original plan are currently in the
active planning phase and include activities to support a range of
development projects and public space enhancements.
The Vision 2020 Action Plan documents the process of looking forward
together to set the community’s course for the next 3-5 years.

• Alex Pesta, Principal
• Michelle Bandy-Zalatoris, Project Manager
• Ian Meadows, Assistant City Planner

previous plan
VISION 2020 plan

Completed in 2012, the City of Huron facilitated a city-wide
master planning process. This plan sought to transform the
City’s underutilized waterfront, once dominated by industry and
manufacturing, into a first-class destination and focal point of the
community where mixed-use development and recreational facilities
come together.
The plan identified land use and redevelopment strategies for
the greater city, with a strong focus on revitalizing the Downtown
and Riverfront Core. This process involved both broad planning
recommendations that identified redevelopment priorities,
infrastructure improvements, sustainable strategies and
zoning updates, as well as specific development proposals and
implementation strategies for key sites.
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As a result of this work, opportunities for new mixed-use development,
retail, recreation, office and various types of residential development
can be explored, including the reconnection of Main Street via the
construction of a new street.
This vision plan has created a framework for implementation since
its creation. Now, it is time to build upon the investments completed
to date, analyze focus areas of recommendations that have not yet
become reality, and strategize a feasible path forward. The foundations
of this 2012 plan will help guide Huron’s future as priorities are reevaluated and aligned with current needs as well as best opportunities
for implementation.

HURON 2020 VISION PLAN EXTENSION

CITY OF HURON / (RE)STARTSMART / CITY ARCHITECTURE
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process
The process centered around a series of meetings and work sessions with the project team and
City of Huron leadership.
The first phase of the project focused on discovery and strategy-setting:

MEETINGS
• 4/5/21: Project Launch Meeting
• 4/17/21: Council Work Session #1

• Council and Administration conversations that addressed current opportunities and
challenges, individual priorities, and goals for this work

• 4/26/21: Council Work Session #2

• Site analysis to review completed initiatives from the original plan and identify
opportunities for consideration for the next wave of development

• 7/13/21: Council Work Session #4

• Vision and goals workshop to address Administration and Council roles and
responsibilities, identify a shared vision statement, and begin to consider goals that future
projects should address
• The creation of a master list of 26 potential initiatives for review and consideration
• Council work session to finalize a Vision Statement, Guiding Principles and Goals with
which to evaluate potential projects

The second phase of the project focused on the progression and expansion of the Huron Vision
2020 Action Plan:
• The development of a refined list of 14 initiatives for Council review and prioritization
• Council work session to review the results of the prioritization process and confirm the
final 6 priority initiatives
• The development of design and reference materials to support work on the priority
initiatives moving forward
• Work session to review materials and receive feedback
• The completion of the Huron Vision 2020 Action Plan document
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• 5/25/21: Council Work Session #3

• 7/25/21: Planning Commission Presentation and
Plan Adoption

project vision +
guiding principles
VISION STATEMENT:

Huron: A thriving waterfront community that celebrates a legacy of small-city
charm while building for the future.

To develop a next phase of implementation work that was reflective of shared goals and
priorities for the community, this process sought to develop a framework for decision-making
around a vision, guiding principles and goals. These were co-developed by the City Council
and Administrative team. Projects were then evaluated in the context of these ideals to
identify top priorities.

CITY OF HURON GUIDING PRINCIPLES:
WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO OUR DECISION-MAKING?
1. Our fresh-water resources are central to the Huron experience: It is our duty to
preserve and celebrate access to the water as part of our ongoing civic identity.
2. Fiscal sustainability is our priority: Decisions of any magnitude should be made with
the fiscal health and sustainability of the City at the forefront.
3. Progressive: When visioning the future of the community, the City will approach
decisions with an openness to explore progressive policies and practices.
4. Preserve the legacy of Huron: We are guardians of the cozy, small-town charm that
defines our city.
5. A safe and well-maintained community: It is important to continue the high quality of
life in Huron through responsive public services.

CITY GOALS: WHAT ARE WE
TRYING TO ACHIEVE?

DIVERSIFY AND
EXPAND THE HOUSING
OPTIONS WITHIN THE
COMMUNITY.

CULTIVATE A
RECOGNIZED
DOWNTOWN
EXPERIENCE.

ESTABLISH AN
ENVIRONMENT THAT
FOSTERS GROWTH
FOR EXISTING, NEW,
AND EXPANDED
BUSINESS.

6. A place for all: The city will strive to foster an environment of inclusivity and embrace
diversity.
7. Stewardship of our natural assets: We advocate for decisions that respect the
environment.

ENHANCE SAFE
ACCESS AND MOBILITY
FOR ALL.

UNIFY AND
STRENGTHEN
HURON’S
COMMUNITY-WIDE
IDENTITY.
CITY OF HURON / (RE)STARTSMART / CITY ARCHITECTURE
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priority initiative
identification
The Huron Vision 2020 Plan of 2012 identified 89 potential initiatives to support the community’s vision. These were distributed across the
city and addressed a wide range of project types. Fifteen of these initiatives were highlighted as priority projects, identified as being the most
impactful for achieving the community’s vision. Since then, the City of Huron has been working toward the implementation of these projects and
has been successful in completing the majority.

Huron 2020 Vision Expansion - Priority Initiatives (Revised)
Goal 1:
Diversify and
expand the
housing
options within
the
community

Priority Initiatives

ConAgra site development

Example: potential mixed-use housing, commercial development, public
space and waterfront access

P

Goal 3:
Establish an
environment
that fosters
growth for
existing, new,
and expanded
business

Goal 4:
Enhance safe
access and
mobility for all

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Goal 2:
Cultivate a
recognizable
Downtown
experience

Goal 5:
Unify and
strengthen
Huron’s
communitywide identity

Main Street Corridor Improvements

Example: Enhanced experience at Showboat property, Noth Main Street
streetscape, residential and commercial infill, boardwalk, South Main
Street (to Bogart Road) streetscape, parking, landscape and gateway
imrpovements

Municipal Facility Planning

Example : move Parks & Rec Dept., move Streets Dept. to support
water plant expansion, City Hall, Boat Basin improvements

Exploration of Utility Expansion to aid business/residents
Example: water plant capacity & expansion, Huron Public Power
infrastructure, municipal broadband exploration

P

Basic Services Plan

P

Example: local street repaving, park improvements, sidewalks, tree
canopy, code/zoning updates , Quiet Zone Railroad Crossings

Spur new housing development

Example: ConAgra site, North Main Street across from hotel, Two
Rivers, west of Wexford, Rte. 13

P

P

P

P

P

Bike Path / Multipurpose Trail Plan
Recreation Center or Fieldhouse

P

Nickelplate and Norfolk Southern Land Planning

P

City-wide Rebranding & Icon development
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P
P

P

Example: South on Rye Beach Road, River Road, Sprowl Road,
underutilized sites on Sawmill Parkway
Example: Rye Beach / Cleveland, Cleveland Road east, Rte. 6 entry,
Rte. 13 entry

P

P

Exploration of Industrial / Commercial Expansion
Enhanced Gateways / Entry Signage

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P
P

To determine the next wave of priority projects, the team reviewed the master list of initiatives and identified 26 projects for consideration. The
City’s administrative team reviewed the initial list and offered refinements to reflect potential funding opportunities and city capacity. This list of
12 initiatives was evaluated based on goals and guiding principles. It was then provided to Council members to identify their top five initiatives
based on their understanding of community priorities and needs. Six initiatives rose to the top as priorities for further development and are
highlighted in blue below.

oal 4:
nhance safe
ccess and
obility for all

Goal 5:
Unify and
strengthen
Huron’s
communitywide identity

G.P. 1:
Preserve &
celebrate
access to
water

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

G.P. 2:
Fiscal
sustainability

P

G.P. 3:
Responsible
change
through
progressive
improvements

G.P. 4:
Preserve
Huron's
legacy of
cozy, smalltown charm

P

P

P

P

G.P. 5:
Responsive
public
services

P
P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

2

P

1

P

1

1

P

P

P

P

CITY OF HURON / (RE)STARTSMART / CITY ARCHITECTURE

1

P

2

P

1
1

P

P

P

P

Funding
Analysis:
2=$ in hand
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priority initiatives
As described in the previous section, six priority initiatives were identified for focused implementation:
1. ConAgra Site Development – envisioning a mixed-use redevelopment of this formerly industrial site along the Huron River
2. Main Street Corridor Improvements – creating a connected, downtown experience centered on infrastructure improvements, community
identity and key redevelopment sites
3. Municipal Facility Planning – repositioning municipal assets to consider highest and best use on key properties while improving efficiencies
and proximities
4. Municipal Utility Expansion – identifying opportunities to improve services for existing residents and businesses and providing expanded
capability for business attraction
5. Basic Services Plan – revisiting key public services that impact quality of life in the City of Huron and identifying areas for improvement
6. New Housing Development – recognizing a need for expanded housing options and identifying key sites for residential development
These selections were made based on identified need, adherence to the vison and goals developed by Council and the Administration team,
and the recognition that this list balances a wide range of community priorities. Does this mean the other initiatives are off the table? No. These
represent priorities for focused use of current planning and implementation resources, but it was acknowledged during the process that the City
should not ignore opportunities to address other potential initiatives, should they present themselves.
The following section provides details on each of these initiatives, including a general description, associated guiding principles, potential
funding sources and a series of early tasks to guide action.

CITY OF HURON / (RE)STARTSMART / CITY ARCHITECTURE
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ConAgra Site Development

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

GUIDING PRINCIPLES:

Originally acquired in 2009 through joint partnership with the State of Ohio, the ConAgra
site represents the foremost priority in the City’s economic and community development
strategies. The entire site, once home to ConAgra Foods, was purchased by ODNR for a total
of $3 million. The State in turn gifted the northern portion, which totals approximately 10
acres, to the City for future redevelopment. The State, through the Department of Natural
Resources, invested in the creation of a public boat launch on the southern half of the
site which has become a major draw for marine tourism along the north coast of Ohio. The
City was successful in obtaining a Clean Ohio Revitalization Fund grant to cover the cost of
remediation of the northern portion in preparation for redevelopment.
Since 2012, the City has solicited a great deal of public feedback and input on the future
end use of the northern portion of the site. Based on those processes, the redevelopment
strategy is focused on creating mixed-use development, with a majority being residential
while also ensuring adequate green space and public access around and through the
site. The goal is for the site to complement the emergence of Main Street’s retail and
entertainment draw, without detracting from those efforts.

CITY GOALS:
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1. Preserve & celebrate access to water
2. Fiscal sustainability
3. Responsible change through progressive
improvements
4. Preserve Huron’s legacy of cozy, smalltown charm
5. Responsive public services
7. Decisions that respect the environment

The City is pursuing a heavy residential mix with additional public
recreation amenities to complement the public boat launch. It
is anticipated that this will create a market for retail uses at the
site as well as bolster the efforts of the downtown core. As part of
this updated plan, the City has advertised an RFQ/RFP for the site.
Proposals have been received and are currently under review with a
selection anticipated later this year.

maximize
public
access
around
perimeter

Crucial to the redevelopment is the integration of public spaces that
are woven throughout the site. These should provide new connections
while maximizing waterfront access around the peninsula’s perimeter.
This will help strengthen sense of place within the redevelopment,
providing new places for people to gather and enjoy the site’s unique
waterfront setting.
A boardwalk promenade will distinguish the area as a premier
waterfront destination, while thoughtful connections and public
spaces through the site’s interior will create new opportunities for
outdoor recreation and activity for both residents and visitors alike.
These public spaces will be further activated and defined through
strategic development of diverse housing options, whether it be
multi-family apartment or condominium buildings, townhomes, and/or
single family homes.
This holistic approach to combine residential options, enhanced
waterfront access, mixed-use development, expanded green spaces
and a recognizable identity will help create a welcoming and
distinguished downtown environment.

Considerations:
To support a balanced experience of public and private development,
it is suggested that the City of Huron find the best option for
preserving perimeter public space to the fullest extent possible.

N
DEVELOPMENT DETAILS:
LOCATION: Former ConAgra property (Erie County permanent parcel
number 42-61270.001)
AREA: 10 Acres
TIMEFRAME: Contract / development negotiations between the City
and the selected development team to occur by the end of 2021
YIELDS: See New Housing Development section (pg 26-27)
500 ft

• Distribute an RFP for site
• Select a development partner for site
• Complete land swap with ODNR
• Negotiate a site control agreement, development agreement
and economic incentive package (if applicable)
• Move forward with base site utility installation (electric, gas,
water, sanitary, etc)
• Complete a traffic study to determine if a traffic signal is
needed at the River/Conagra entrance
• Hire a design firm to develop public space improvements in
concert with private developments
• Secure site and building plan approvals for the final private
development plan

➤
➤

IMPLEMENTATION TASKS:

N

SITE PREPARATION (CITY) / UTILITIES
• Overall Cost: $750,000
• Funding Source: Tax Increment Financing ($750,000)

BOARDWALK / PUBLIC SPACE
• Overall Cost: $4,000,000
• Funding Source: Tax Increment Financing ($4,000,000)

HOUSING / RETAIL / RESTAURANT
• Overall Cost: $25,000,000
• Funding Source: Private Equity ($5,000,000); Bank 		
Financing ($20,000,000)

CITY OF HURON / (RE)STARTSMART / CITY ARCHITECTURE
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ROUTE 6

Main Street Corridor Improvements

N

NORTH

NORTH

NORTH

SOUTH

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

GUIDING PRINCIPLES:

Main Street serves as the City’s main spine. Although a singular artery that connects
and channels circulation north and south through the community, the corridor is best
broken down into two separate segments, each requiring unique treatments and design
implementations. These segments are inclusive of the following:

3. Responsible change through progressive
improvements

1. South (Bogart Road to US 6)

4. Preserve Huron’s legacy of cozy, smalltown charm

2. North (US 6 to Showboat Property)

6. Welcome and support diversity

These sites and their unique attributes and considerations are further examined on the
following pages.

CITY GOALS:
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1. Preserve & celebrate access to water

HURON 2020 VISION PLAN EXTENSION

7. Decisions that respect the environment

The City of Huron has benefited from its excellent water access via the
Huron River and Lake Erie. It has a high quality of life and is a popular
waterfront destination. While these are enviable assets, the city lacks
an identifiable core – a vibrant downtown experience that serves as
a hub for social, cultural and commercial activity. Through an Urban
Renewal effort in the 1970s, much of the City’s downtown building
stock was demolished – and with it, a great deal of character, historic
charm.
In addition, the street grid was modified substantially, separating Main
Street into various geographic districts without a sense of cohesion.
Since then, comprehensive redevelopment plans have been proposed
with very few coming to fruition – based on many factors.
Where projects have occurred throughout the corridor, they have been
piecemeal in nature and not part of a comprehensive strategy for
downtown redevelopment and commercial corridor planning. The lack
of a downtown core has inadvertently split the community into eastern
and western segments and also has resulted in a feeling of separation
between North and South Main Street (separated by Route 6).

This would create a cohesive public infrastructure environment
and help foster and catalyze redevelopment efforts focused on
establishing the downtown core desired within the community.
Critical to the success of this corridor is the creation of connected
experiences. Jogs in the roadway and physical barriers limit the ability
of the current spaces to feel truly connected. The creation of a unifying
design language, the development of spaces and experiences that
draw the user along the entire length and the creation of identity
elements that signal the arrival to a vibrant ‘place’ are critical to
the success of these investments. Development and infrastructure
must work hand in hand to create a memorable set of connected
experiences.
The following pages demonstrate a series of actions for each of the
Main Street Corridor sections.

Communities like Huron have begun to recognize the importance
of creating walkable downtown experiences for improved economic
development and enhanced identity. Downtowns are the centers for
civic, cultural and economic activity, and help to communicate an
emphasis on quality of place.
As part of the Vision 2020 plan, the desire for a downtown core
and cohesive main street (both physically and in feel) became
apparent. The City recently has explored strategies to encourage
a redevelopment of the corridor, including public infrastructure
improvements, land acquisition or repositioning, and land
revitalization.
Starting in 2013, the city has invested millions of dollars into the
northern segment of Main Street, including purchasing and revitalizing
the former Showboat property, re-connecting the north and central
segments of Main Street rebuilding the street infrastructure and
improving pedestrian access, and burying utility lines. These initiatives
have served as the building blocks for beginning to create a more
connected and memorable Downtown experience.
This priority initiative will expand the efforts of the northern segment
to the area south of US 6 while also looking for ways to enhance the
middle portion of Main Street and turn the northern terminus of this
corridor into an enhanced and activated green space. The majority,
if not all, of this northern terminus will be green space, but the City
Council and Planning Commission support further consideration of
new development here as well.

CITY OF HURON / (RE)STARTSMART / CITY ARCHITECTURE
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ROUTE 6

N

south (bogart road to US 6)

The South segment of Main Street, between Bogart Road and US 6,
requires a comprehensive streetscape redevelopment, inclusive of the
following to create a welcoming and connected Downtown entry:
• New sidewalks
• Installation of curbs
• Installation of street trees and landscaping
• New street lighting with underground wiring
• Development of a parking plan that should include a combination
of on-street and off-street considerations
• Consideration of road width reduction in strategic locations to
add on-street parking and/or widen sidewalks

KEY DETAILS:
LOCATION: Main Street (between Bogart Road and US 6)
LINEAR FEET: 1,200’
RIGHT-OF-WAY: 60’-66’
CARTWAY: 40’
TIMEFRAME: Stakeholder outreach & preliminary design work in 2022

CURBS / SIDEWALKS, STREET LIGHTING / BURIED
UTILITIES, LANDSCAPING, PARKING ENHANCEMENTS
• Overall Cost: $2,000,000
• Funding Source: GO Debt Issuance, County Funding, 		
Water Fund and Street Fund ($2,000,000)

• Enhanced outdoor dining spaces

IMPLEMENTATION TASKS:

• Public art / signage
• Determine the future and best use of the City-owned vacant lot at
508 Main Street
• Identify additional sites for infill redevelopment
The street section shown above formalizes movement and the creation
of a series of idenity elements. The right-of-way is redistributed to
accommodate on-street parking and wider sidewalks, identity elements
like pedestrian lighting, signage and a signature ‘wave’ planter area with
built-in bench. Planter areas can be removed to support outdoor dining
areas and special activity zones. providing flexibility along the corridor.
The example layout provides flexibility, as well, for the range of rightof-way widths in this section of the corridor.
16

• Hire a design firm to conduct stakeholder outreach and explore
a full streetscape plan for S. Main Street
• Develop a financing plan to implement the streetscape
• Finalize intentions for the future use of 508 Main Street
• If the goal at 508 Main Street is for private development,
consider an RFP or listing for sale with realtor

HURON 2020 VISION PLAN EXTENSION

ROUTE 6
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North (US 6 to Showboat Property)

The North segment of Main Street, between US 6 and the entrance
to the Showboat Property, presents opportunities that are
inclusive of the following elements:
• Integration of additional aesthetic and landscaping
enhancements
• Revamped entrance into the boat basin across from
Huntington Bank
• New infill development across from and adjacent to Comfort
Inn
• New development or parking north of Harbor House
• The relocation of Parks and Recreation to develop the site
as public parking, along with the adaptive reuse of the park
house into bathrooms and potentially concessions/food use
• The consideration of a riverside boardwalk

KEY DETAILS:
LOCATION: Main Street (between US 6 and Showboat Property)
LINEAR FEET: 2,700’
RIGHT-OF-WAY: 60’-66’
CARTWAY: 24’-38’
TIMEFRAME: TBD

ENHANCED LANDSCAPING ($100,000), SIGNAGE
($50,000), INFILL RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
($10,000,000)
• Overall Cost: ($10,150,000)
• Funding Source: Tax Increment Financing and GO Debt 		
Issuance ($150,000); Private Equity ($2,000,000); Bank 		
Financing ($8,000,000)

IMPLEMENTATION TASKS:

• The provision of additional parking opportunities throughout
this section

Identity streetscape elements would continue through this
section. Additionally, key redevelopment sites in this area will
begin to create edges that enclose space and support greater
walkability. The addition of residential and mixed-use spaces (as
identified in the following diagram) will add vibrancy and activity
to the destinations that already exist here.

• Hire a design firm to consider additional modest upgrades to
aesthetics/landscaping, etc.
• Partner with private property owners to re-imagine the south
entrance to Boat Basin
• Partner with private entities to enhance marketing efforts for
vacant,  underutilized land along the corridor for infill housing
or mixed-use development
• Conduct enhanced code compliance efforts on underutilized
and non-compliant properties / buildings

CITY OF HURON / (RE)STARTSMART / CITY ARCHITECTURE
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NOTES

1

1

Redevelop current Parks & Recreation
site with public parking lot, reuse building
for restrooms & concessions
Small scale commercial development or
parking / green space along waterfront

3

Townhome development to add new
downtown housing options and continue
walkable Main Street fabric

4

Redevelop parking lot to create an edge
building (commercial or mixed-use) to
provide a connected experience at the
turn and build density along the corridor

identity element

5

Redevelop Municipal Complex site with
mixed-use development
uplit street trees

*
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signature public space
at corner
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new public promenade to boat basin

public plaza &
pedestrian connector
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uplit street trees

gateway identity
elements
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*
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new waterfront
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formalize & maximize on-street
parking in this block

ROUTE 6

*
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North (Showboat Property)

The northernmost terminus of Main Street, culminating at the
Showboat property, presents opportunities that are inclusive of the
following elements:
• Retain the majority, if not all, of the Showboat property for
green space. Additional dialogue must occur with the community
regarding the extent, if any, of private development
• Transform the property into a use higher and greater than solely
grass and parking
• Allow for vehicular movement throughout the site, with the
integration of some modest parking

A signature public space at the north end of Main Street will benefit
residents and visitors alike. The former Showboat property is
envisioned as a lively waterfront activity area that celebrates Huron’s
water access by maintaining the public beach to the west, while
providing a range of unique, family-friendly activities to the east.
As envisioned above, these could include picnic areas, a boardwalk,
public art, spots for pop-up vendors, waterfront ‘porch swings’ and
more.

KEY DETAILS:
LOCATION: Main Street (Showboat Property)
LINEAR FEET: ~255’
RIGHT-OF-WAY: 48’-50’
CARTWAY: 36’-38’
TIMEFRAME: Stakeholder feedback and preliminary design in 2022

PUBLIC SPACE ENHANCEMENTS ($1,500,000)
• Overall Cost: ($1,500,000)
• Funding Source: Tax Increment Financing, GO Debt 		
Issuance, Rec District Capital, Philanthropic Donations 		
and Park Levy ($1,500,000)

IMPLEMENTATION TASKS:
• Hire design firm to conduct stakeholder outreach and explore
public redevelopment of pier area
• Develop financing strategy for former Showboat redevelopment
first and boardwalk secondarily
• Develop a parking strategy to address additional visitor needs
and redevelopment impacts

CITY OF HURON / (RE)STARTSMART / CITY ARCHITECTURE
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Municipal Facility Planning
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Parks and Rec Buildings
Welde Dr
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352 Main St
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The City of Huron owns multiple operational and administrative facilities. These facilities are
predominantly located in areas that are believed to have potential for higher and better use
and in some instances are inadequate in terms of size and functionality. Municipal facilities
should both be designed in a manner that allows for effective service delivery and internal
functionality and that are not, based either on location or condition, a detriment to other
types of development within the community. As part of this process, the City would seek
assistance in a wholesale review of the existing facilities and locations to formulate a plan
for revitalization or relocation. Sites of particular focus are: (1) the parks and recreation
administration building on corner of Wall St. and Main St., (2) Services complex located on
the lake behind Port Huron Plaza, and (3) City administrative complex and safety service
departments, located on 1.6 acres of land with dual frontage on Main Street and Williams
Street.

CITY GOALS:
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES:
1. Preserve & celebrate access to water
2. Fiscal sustainability
3. Responsible change through progressive
improvements
5. Responsive public services
7. Decisions that respect the environment

• Parks and Recreation: The site served as the former home of the
U.S Coast Guard. The site was acquired via grant which requires the
site be maintained for public use in perpetuity. The site currently
sits in the midst of the northern entertainment and restaurant
portion of north main street. The location has the potential
to serve a much higher purpose as the development of Main
Street continues, while creating an opportunity to better locate
Parks and Recreation operations. The site can be reconfigured to
address the need for additional parking on Main Street through
demolition of the pole barn structures and outside storage area.
The existing office/house can also be utilized for bathrooms and/
or a smaller retail/food and beverage use. Additionally, the Parks
and Recreation uses/offices could explore a new, more centrally
located facility that could also allow for future expansion and
space needs.
•
• Services complex: The current municipal services garage sits on
a lakefront piece of property behind Port Huron Plaza. The site,
which was built in the late 1990’s, houses both Water Distribution
and Street Department crews and equipment. The site presents
multiple challenges. This is not the highest and best use of lake
front property. Additionally, the building is insufficient to meet
the needs of the department, meaning additional investment is
needed to upgrade the building. The City is at an inflection point
where additional investment in the site is necessary, but not a
prudent decision for this use. In addition, the structure would likely
be needed for future use by the water filtration operation next
door, meaning a future re-locate is anticipated to be necessary.
The site provides an excellent opportunity for a new public
recreation asset, with access to a pristine beach area and excellent
views of Lake Erie.
•
• City Hall: The existing City Hall houses city administrative offices,
the police department, fire department and municipal court. The
building, built in the mid 1970s, is insufficient to meet the needs
of the City’s operations. Decades of deferred maintenance and the
nature of the structure make modifications costly and logistically
difficult. Decisions such as staffing modifications are hindered
based on available space. Meeting spaces and common spaces
are undersized and inadequate from an access standpoint for
inclusivity. Lastly, the site sits on 1.6 acres of land in the core of the
downtown area, fronting both Main Street and Williams Street An
exploration of relocating all or a portion of these uses currently
within City Hall is warranted.

PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT RELOCATION:

GARAGES & OUTDOOR STORAGE DEMO ($50,000), RESURFACE
AND STRIPE NEW PARKING ($25,000), OFFICE RENOVATION TO
RESTROOMS ($100,000), NEW FACILITY ($1,000,000)
• Overall Cost: ($1,175,000)
• Funding Source: Philanthropic Donations, Rec 		
District Capital, City GO Debt Issuance and Park Levy 		
($1,175,000)

CITY SERVICE COMPLEX RELOCATION:

SITE ACQUISITION ($300,000), UTILITIES ($250,000),
CONSTRUCTION ($2,000,000), SITE IMPROVEMENTS
($250,000)
• Overall Cost: ($2,800,000)
• Funding Source: Water Fund and City GO Debt 		
Issuance ($2,800,000)

WATER PLANT PUBLIC ACCESS:

TRAIL AND FENCING THROUGH SITE ($100,000), EROSION
CONTROL ($50,000), ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS TO WATER
($50,000)
• Overall Cost: ($200,000)
• Funding Source: Philanthropic Donations, Rec 		
District Capital, City GO Debt Issuance and Park Levy 		
($200,000)

CITY HALL & MUNICIPAL COURT COMPLEX
RELOCATION/RECONSTRUCTION:
NEEDS ASSESSMENT STUDY ($100,000)

• Overall Cost: ($100,000)
• Funding Source: General Fund and Economic 			
Development Fund ($100,000)

IMPLEMENTATION TASKS:
• Complete a space needs analysis for the service complex as
well as the Parks and Recreation facilities
• Begin to investigate new sites for potential acquisition to use
for new joint Service/Parks complex
• Develop a financing plan for new complex
• Begin to develop a strategy for the reuse of the Parks and
Recreation building based on stakeholder feedback which could
include additional public parking, public restrooms, and lease of
space for retail/food/beverage
• Explore additional public beach access through water plant site
• Complete a needs assessment of existing municipal complex to
determine age/condition of existing building elements
• Complete a needs assessment to determine space needs
of Fire/Police/Admin/Court to determine if the building is
functioning well for these uses or if alterations are needed
• Determine if a new facility is needed or if renovations to
existing building are warranted

CITY OF HURON / (RE)STARTSMART / CITY ARCHITECTURE
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Municipal Utility Expansion
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Potential Municipal Utility Expansions

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

GUIDING PRINCIPLES:

The City owns and operates a water filtration and distribution utility and a public power
utility. The water distribution system serves the entirety of the City as well as external
partners via Erie County. Huron Public Power serves a much smaller footprint. It was
established as an economic development tool to help new businesses in the Huron Corporate
Park to control electric utility costs. The City is continually exploring ways in which these
utilities can be leveraged to benefit both existing residents and businesses and be used as
economic development tools to attract new investment. Part of that strategy also includes
exploring additional utility opportunities, specifically broadband Internet. This initiative calls
for further exploration of ways in which the city’s existing and future utilities can be used to
catalyze growth within the community. These are inclusive of the following utility explorations
listed on the next page.

CITY GOALS:
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2. Fiscal sustainability
3. Responsible change through progressive
improvements
5. Responsive public services
6. Welcome and support diversity

Welde Dr

• Water: The City should explore opportunities to expand the water
service footprint to serve additional political jurisdictions as well
as the potential to provide additional water services to Erie County
(who in turn will serve others throughout the county). As part of
this analysis, the city must understand the physical and economic
requirements needed at the existing water filtration plant to
handle an expansion. Additionally, an exploration into the capacity
of the City’s two water towers will be necessary.
• Electricity: The City currently has a small footprint of customers,
primarily focused around Mucci Farms. It will be important to
explore opportunities and plan for future physical expansion of
Huron Public Power’s footprint to be able to quickly access and
provide power to new investments/operations in the city that
could benefit from lower electric costs. Some of this is already
occurring with the recently approved permit to bore under the rail
tracks to link Huron Public Power to Sawmill Parkway. Additional
exploration should be considered to continue north across Route
2 to eventually reach greater segments of the community such as
our residential neighborhoods and school district.
• Broadband: The City does not have a municipal broadband
service. However, the City is currently only served by a single
cable/Internet provider – resulting in significant lack of choice for
residents and business owners. Concerns have been expressed
regarding reliability, speed and cost associated with the current
provider. What we learned from the pandemic and the increase in
work from home employment is that Internet speed and reliability
is more critical than ever and is impactful to where people choose
to live and make business investments. Although the City is not
committing to creating a broadband service at the municipal level,
the exploration of such a utility is warranted.

IMPLEMENTATION TASKS:
• Complete a needs assessment of existing broadband issues
in terms of speed/reliability/cost and what options exist for
customers
• Undertake cost estimating to determine the cost to install a
municipal broadband utility including development cost and
operations income/expense analysis
• Complete an extension of HPP under Norfolk Southern tracks
to the base of Sawmill Parkway
• Ensure the installation of a conduit for future expansion of HPP
down Sawmill Parkway to the eastern terminus
• Begin the exploration of cost and funding strategies to expand
HPP northward across Rt. 2
• Begin discussions with relevant jurisdictions for the expansion
of Huron Water
• Undertake feasibility analyses to determine necessary plant/
distribution upgrades needed to serve additional customer
bases outside of current jurisdictions

Services Complex / Water Plant

WATER PLANT - MICROFILTRATION FACILITY
• Overall Cost: ($12,500,000)
• Funding Source: Water Fund Debt Issuance and Repaid 		
by Contracted Sales ($12,500,000)

ELECTRICITY:

CROSSING RAIL TRACKS ($500,000), INSTALLATION DOWN
SAWMILL PARKWAY ($500,000), ADDITIONAL TRANSFORMER
($2,000,000)
• Overall Cost: ($3,000,000)
• Funding Source: Electric Fund - Capital ($500,000), 		
Electric Fund Debt Issuance ($500,000), Repaid by 		
Contracted Sales ($2,000,000)

BROADBAND - FEASIBILITY STUDY
• Overall Cost: ($100,000)
• Funding Source: Economic Development Fund 		
($100,000)

CITY OF HURON / (RE)STARTSMART / CITY ARCHITECTURE
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Basic Services Plan
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

IMPLEMENTATION TASKS:

While all of the aforementioned initiatives are important to the long-term growth of the
community, the City cannot lose sight of providing the basic needs to maintain the high
quality of life and amenities that make Huron such an enjoyable place to live. This effort
includes a wholesale review of the City’s organization and policies/procedures for public
facing activities such as roadway paving and maintenance, park improvements, tree canopy
maintenance and replanting, sidewalk maintenance, enhanced and proactive code and
zoning enforcement, and more. These services are major contributors as to why people
choose to live and invest in the City. Additionally, investments into these services have
lasting impacts over future decades. As part of this process, the City must explore new or
expanded revenue streams to bolster and advance these initiatives on a grander scale.
Examples of these important basic services and capital investments, along with their inherent
benefits, include the following:

STREET REPAVING
Approximately one-third of traffic fatalities each year involve poor road conditions1. Wellmaintained roads are critical for a community’s safety, accessibility and mobility. Ensuring
local streets are free from large cracks, potholes and other states of disrepair results in
environments that are safer for all roadway users. Regular street repaving and maintenance
help to mitigate and prevent potential injuries from both vehicular crashes and pedestrian
incidents caused from cracks, bumps and potholes. In addition, this creates more accessible
streets regardless of mobility and mode of travel (inclusive of motorists, cyclists, pedestrians,
wheelchair users and strollers).

PARK IMPROVEMENTS
Providing safe, functional and welcoming parks and public spaces is central to any thriving
community. It is important to provide quality outdoor environments that community
members can enjoy. Access to nature and green space helps reduce stress while mitigating
urban heat island effects and enhancing environmental sustainability. Maintained and
enhanced parks provide opportunities for all community members and all ages to socialize,
relax and play. Economically, homes within 500 feet of a park have increased property values
of at least 5%, and potentially even more2.

• Update the pavement condition report
• Explore financing strategies to increase
local street resurfacing, ex. debt issuance
• Revisit parks master plan to re-prioritize
capital needs and new project desires
• Explore the addition of .5 or 1.0 full-time
employees to add to parks and recreation
capacity
• Explore increasing capital allocation for
park improvements in concert with City
partners (Leverage philanthropic and
business gifts to undertake projects)
• Fully implement the sidewalk assessment
program which was created in 2020.  Goal
is to complete entire city in 3-4 year cycles
• Institute a voluntary tree assessment
program for trimming/removing/planting
• Explore a universal tree assessment
program based on frontage of properties
• Expand the part-time code compliance
position to full time to address transient
rentals, zoning, sidewalks and proactive
code compliance matters
• Re-commission a Quiet Zone study to
determine benefits, impacts and cost
• If feasible, undertake a fundraising
campaign to implement a Quiet Zone
program and plan for it in capital budget

GUIDING PRINCIPLES:
1. Preserve & celebrate access to water

SIDEWALKS
Connected and maintained sidewalks ensure that community members have safe and
accessible routes to navigate through the City. Cracks, tree roots, and missing links must be
addressed to provide a comfortable and connected pedestrian experience for all users. Since
roadways without sidewalks are twice as likely to involve pedestrian crashes and injuries,
well-maintained and accessible sidewalks are crucial to community safety and overall quality
of life3.

2. Fiscal sustainability
3. Responsible change through progressive
improvements
4. Preserve Huron’s legacy of cozy, smalltown charm
5. Responsive public services
7. Decisions that respect the environment

CITY GOALS:
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TREE CANOPY
Improving, expanding and maintaining the City’s tree canopy has
multiple community benefits. Trees and shaded streets help to reduce
summer temperatures and mitigate urban heat island effects, reduce
pollution, increase property values (in some cases, up to 25% when
compared to property on streets without trees4), provide wildlife
habitat, and enhanced aesthetics / visual appearance. A city with a
large coverage of trees demonstrates health, environmental, economic,
social and aesthetic benefits for its community members.

CODE / ZONING UPDATES
Cities are evolving and ever-changing places where ideas, investments
and demographics are continuously shifting. Due to this “living”
state of cities, it is important to ensure policies, code and zoning
do not become antiquated nor prevent rather than produce new
development. As needs and desires evolve over time, so must the
tools and policies used to help guide municipal investments and
implementation. This will result in a more flexible, prosperous and
attractive future for residents, business owners, City leadership and
developers alike.

QUIET ZONE RAILROAD CROSSINGS
A section of railroad at least a half-mile along that contains at-grade
railroad crossings, a Quiet Zone prohibits locomotive horns to be
sounded when trains are approaching the a crossing. This benefits
neighborhoods adjacent to railroads, reducing the noise pollution
and nuisance experienced from locomotive horns. Federally required
and approved safety measures are still implemented at the crossings,
ensuring that safety is still of utmost priority while creating an
enhanced and quieter environment in which to live. In addition, Quiet
Zones can potentially spur economic investment, including millions of
dollars of new development as a result of new Quiet Zones that make
communities more attractive, desirable and welcoming5.

BUILDING ELECTRIFICATION
Most buildings use multiple energy sources, such as electricity to
power lighting and electronics, and fossil fuels like natural gas to
power furnaces and water heaters. In result, buildings account for
approximately 40% of all greenhouse gas emissions and energy usage
in the United States6. Building electrification seeks to mitigate this by
shifting away from fossil fuels and instead using electricity to power
heating and cooking. Ultimately, the goal of building electrification is
to transition to solar, wind and renewable energy sources to power allelectric buildings. This will help ensure a more sustainable and green
future.

STREET REPAVING

LOCAL STREET RESURFACING ALLOWANCE
• Overall Cost: ($500,000 - Annual Budget)
• Funding Source: Income Tax, Permissive Tax, Street 		
Fund and Gas Tax ($500,000)
• Priority based on Pavement Condition Report

PARK IMPROVEMENTS

EQUIPMENT / FACILITY ALLOWANCE
• Overall Cost: ($50,000 - Annual Budget)
• Funding Source: Philanthropic Donations, Park District 		
Capital, Income Tax and General Fund ($50,000)
• Priority based on Rec Board

SIDEWALKS

EQUIPMENT / FACILITY ALLOWANCE
• Overall Cost: ($100,000 - Annual Budget)
• Funding Source: Sidewalk Assessment, Income Tax and 		
General Fund ($100,000)
• Priority based on City Inspection

TREE CANOPY

REMOVAL AND REPLANTING
• Overall Cost: ($50,000 - Annual Budget)
• Funding Source: Tree Assessment, Income Tax and 		
General Fund ($50,000)
• Priority based on City Inspection

CODE / ZONING UPDATES

MAKING PT POSITION FULL-TIME
• Overall Cost: ($40,000)
• Funding Source: Administrative Penalties, General 		
Fund and Zoning Fees ($40,000)

QUIET ZONE RAILROAD CROSSINGS
EQUIPMENT / FACILITY ALLOWANCE

• Overall Cost: (Estimate $500,000 - $1.5 million with many
variables driving cost)
• Funding Source: Philanthropic Donations, General 		
Fund and Income Tax ($500,000 - $1.5 million)
• All at-grade railroad crossings

1 www.pothole.info/the-facts/
2 conservationtools.org/guides/98-economic-benefits-of-parks
3 safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/tools_solve/walkways_trifold/
4 canopy.org/tree-info/benefits-of-trees/
5 edmondbusiness.com/2021/06/economic-impact-quiet-zone/
6 www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/so-what-exactly-is-building-electrification
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New Housing Development
4

GUIDING PRINCIPLES:

Huron West Site
80 acres

2

2. Fiscal sustainability
Main Street Site
.75 acres

1
5

ConAgra Site
9.0 acres

3. Responsible change through progressive
improvements
4. Preserve Huron’s legacy of cozy, smalltown charm

Route 13 Site
20 acres

3

6. Welcome and support diversity
Two Rivers Site
30 acres

Example Townhomes

Example Mixed-Use Building

Example Townhomes

Example Single Family Homes

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Potential sites with opportunity to redevelop and address new housing needs include the following: 1) ConAgra Site, 2) Main Street Site, 3) Two
Rivers Site, 4) Huron West Site, and 5) Route 13 Site.
The current demographic trends of the community provide challenges from a long-term growth perspective. The City of Huron has the second
largest share of its population over the age of 55 in Erie County, behind Kelley’s Island. Erie County as a whole is the 4th oldest county by age
distribution within the State of Ohio. The City’s population has declined since the previous census in 2010. While the popularity of Huron as a
second home / retirement / vacation town has risen, the number of full-time or income tax paying residents has dropped off precipitously.
The overwhelming majority of income taxes received by the city are paid by non-residents, essentially employees of businesses in town that
do not live here. Taxes paid by non-residents largely subsidize the operations of the City. Further exacerbating the issue has been the value of
property within the City. As homes are acquired for second properties or income generating properties, more affordable options have increased
in value. Additionally, housing stock is not turning over as quickly as people choose to “age in place.” All of these factors can have negative
consequences on the long-term financial stability of the City.
As such, the City has highlighted the importance of taking efforts to encourage new housing opportunities. There has been a perpetual lack
of supply in the market which continues to get worse. This prevents new owners from entering the market and increases the value of existing
properties based on supply and demand dynamics. A mix of new housing types should be explored tailoring to a wide array of potential
residents. Townhome/apartment developments as part of the ConAgra redevelopment and Main St. development serve both a younger population
and older population looking for proximity to amenities and low maintenance. The development of existing vacant tracts of farmland provide
more traditional single-family opportunities for expanding families looking for more space to grow.
Efforts and policies the City could explore are the installation of certain public improvements, increased marketing efforts, and economic
development incentives (TIF/CRA) to help catalyze development in these areas.

CITY GOALS:
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1) CONAGRA SITE

IMPLEMENTATION TASKS:
1) CONAGRA SITE

• Distribute an RFP for site
• Select a development partner for site
• Complete land swap with ODNR
• Negotiate a site control agreement, development agreement
and economic incentive package (if applicable)
• Move forward with base site utility installation (electric, gas,
water, sanitary, etc)
• Complete a traffic study to determine if a traffic signal is
needed at the River/Conagra entrance
• Hire a design firm to develop public space improvements in
concert with private developments
• Secure site and building plan approvals for the final private
development plan

2) MAIN STREET SITE
• Partner with private entities to enhance marketing efforts of
vacant underutilized land on corridor for infill housing or mixeduse development
• Consider rezoning parcels to allow ground floor residential

3) TWO RIVERS SITE
• Work with existing owners to complete infrastructure
improvements to bring road/water/sanitary to remainder of site
• City to consider paying for or minimally assuming ownership of
infrastructure
• Work with developers to revise existing PUD to a development
a plan that is more conducive to the market

4) HURON WEST SITE
• Work with current owner to ensure sale to a housing developer
• Consider City buying land for use as residential
• Investigate existing utilities available to the site and determine
if any need extended by the City or County
• Consider rezoning this parcel and adjacent ones for R-1
residential

5) ROUTE 13 SITE
• Work with current owner to ensure sale to a housing developer
• Consider City buying land for use as residential
• Investigate existing utilities available to the site and determine
if any need extended by the City or County
• Consider rezoning this parcel and adjacent ones for R-1
residential

SITE PREPARATION (CITY) / UTILITIES ($750,000), BOARDWALK
& PUBLIC SPACE ($4,000,000), HOUSING/RETAIL/
RESTAURANT ($25,000,000)
• Funding Source: Tax Increment Financing ($750,000 for 		
Site Preparation / Utilities, $4,000,000 for Boardwalk / 		
Public Space); Private Equity ($5,000,000 for Housing / 		
Retail / Restaurant); Bank Financing ($20,000,000 for 		
Housing / Retail / Restaurant)
• Assumes 50-100 Residences

2) MAIN STREET SITE

INFILL RESIDENTIAL - TOWNHOMES ($10,000,000)
• Funding Source: Private Equity ($2,000,000); Bank 		
Financing ($8,000,000)
• Includes Site Acquisition
• Assumes 10-15 Residences

3) TWO RIVERS SITE

INFILL RESIDENTIAL - SINGLE FAMILY HOMES ($30,000,000)
• Funding Source: Private Equity ($5,000,000); Bank 		
Financing ($25,000,000)
• Includes Site Acquisition
• Assumes 100 Residences

INFRASTRUCTURE ($3,500,000)

• Funding Source: Tax Increment Financing ($3,500,000)

4) HURON WEST SITE

INFILL RESIDENTIAL - SINGLE FAMILY HOMES ($30,000,000)
• Funding Source: Private Equity ($5,000,000); Bank 		
Financing ($25,000,000)
• Includes Site Acquisition
• Assumes 100 Residences

INFRASTRUCTURE ($3,500,000)

• Funding Source: Tax Increment Financing ($3,500,000)

5) ROUTE 13 SITE

INFILL RESIDENTIAL - SINGLE FAMILY HOMES ($12,000,000)
• Funding Source: Private Equity ($2,000,000); Bank 		
Financing ($10,000,000)
• Includes Site Acquisition
• Assumes 40 Residences

INFRASTRUCTURE ($2,000,000)

• Funding Source: Tax Increment Financing ($2,000,000)
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conclusion
city PRIORITIES

This plan is about action. The City of Huron has recognized that the
best path for continuing to build the momentum that will create a
thriving waterfront community valued by all is one achieved through
working together toward common goals. This process has reflected a
desire to find areas of alignment between City Council and the City
Administration to build a framework to support current and future
decision-making.
The 2012 plan ended with a series of actions, and we take the same
approach here - identifying an active path forward.

Top 15 Identified City-Wide Priorities
Location / Initiative

Primary Implementation Factors:
Public
Process

Community
Advocacy

Public Policy
Action

X

X

X

Zoning
Change

Public Capital
Investment

Private
Investment

Core Area
Reconfigure Huron Memorial Bridge, remove excess travel lanes and construct bike
lanes / path and install new ornamental lighting
Create gateway at Route 6 / Main Street intersection - special paving, landscaping,
signage, etc.
Reconnect Main Street to extend to northern shore

X

Construct Waterfront Promenade bulkhead and boardwalk
Install pedestrian walkway / boardwalk around ConAgra Peninsula

X

Create Pedestrian “Library Link” connecting Huron Public Library to Main Street
Convert Spoil Site to Lakefront Nature Preserve and install walking paths / trails

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Establish Huron Waterfront Amenity Package and install components through the City

X

X

X

Determine site development strategies and open space policies for the ConAgra
Peninsula

X

Green connections / multi-purpose trails that link Fabens Park - Wetlands - Lakefront
Nature Preserve - City Parks

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

Build convenience retail at Boat Launch facility

X

X

X
X

X

X

Western Communities
New full-service intersection at Fabens Park and Route 6

X

Acquire and demolish mobile home park at western gateway

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Eastern Communities

A comprehensive list of city-identified priorities and implementation
actions have been created as a result of this Vision 2020 Action Plan,
as seen in the chart on the following page. Each initiative (inclusive
of ConAgra Site Development, Main Street Corridor Improvements,
Municipal Facility Planning, Municipal Utility Expansion, Basic Services
Plan and New Housing Development) has been expanded to identify
specific design elements and action items. These indicated action
items will help further support and advance these priority initiatives
toward implementation.

Create gateway at Berlin Rd. / Cleveland Rd. West intersection - special paving,
landscaping, signage, etc.

X

Expand Nickel Plate Beach Park to south to engage Cleveland Rd. West

X

X

X

X

The previous 2012 Huron City-Wide Plan included this chart of
15 original City-identified priorities. The new set of identified
priorities and implementation actions is included on the facing
page.

Each initiative is given designated implementation actions, inclusive
of Public Process, Community Advocacy, Public Policy Action, Zoning
Change, Public Capital Investment and Private Investment. Indicated
actions reflect recommended or necessary next steps to help advance
a specific priority initiative. By doing so, the City can best determine
how to proceed with ultimate implementation.
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TOP IDENTIFIED CITY-WIDE PRIORITIES AND IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS
Primary Implementation Action

Priority Initiatives
Public Process

Community
Advocacy

Public Policy
Action

















































































Zoning Change

Public Capital
Investment

Private
Investment

ConAgra Site Development
Site Preparation (City) / Utilities
Boardwalk / Public Space
Housing / Retail / Restaurant








Main Street Corridor Improvements
South (Bogart Road to US 6)
Curbs
Sidewalks
Street Lighting
Buried Utilities
Landscaping
Parking Enhancements





North (US 6 to Showboat Property)
Curbs
Sidewalks
Street Lighting





Buried Utilities
Enhanced Landscaping
Signage
Infill Residential Development




North (Showboat Property)
Public Space Enhancements

Municipal Facility Planning
Parks and Recreation Department Relocation
City Service Complex Relocation
Water Plant Expansion & Public Access



City Hall & Municipal Court Complex Relocation / Reconstruction









Municipal Utility Expansion
Water Plant - Microfiltration Facility
Electricity
Broadband - Feasibility Study











Basic Services Plan
Street Repaving
Park Improvements



Sidewalks
Tree Canopy
Code / Zoning Updates
Quiet Zone Railroad Crossings




Building Electrification







































New Housing Development
ConAgra Site
North Main Street Site
Two Rivers Site
Huron West Site
Route 13 Site
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The Huron Vision 2020 Action Plan is the work of a
coordinated City Council and Administrative team taking
a proactive approach on the behalf of the citizens of
Huron to guide the city’s future. The work is aspirational
and implementable, with a clear path to how the various
components can be undertaken.
The work of this plan and this process allows the city to
move forward with purpose; to position the City of Huron to
continue to build toward the vision set forth in the original
master plan. Huron’s future as set forth in the original plan
and in this process is one where residents enjoy top-notch
services, unique waterfront amenities, housing options and
a thriving downtown. It is a place that provides a welcoming
environment for visitors and a supportive location for new
businesses. It is a place that proactively plans for its future
through an aspirational vision and an achievable approach to
implementation.
30
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Huron: A thriving waterfront community that celebrates a legacy
of small-city charm while building for the future.
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TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

Mayor Artino and City Council
Terri Welkener , Clerk of Council
Resolution No. 62-2021
September 14, 2021

Subject Matter/Background
ODNR has been working toward providing access to commercial grade fish cleaning stations along the lake,
targeting its existing facilities as potential locations. Through partnership with ODNR and Lake Erie Shores and
Islands, the City was brought to the table to explore the potential at the Huron River Boat Launch.
After months of due diligence work, the State has submitted the proposed grant agreement in the amount of
$500,000 for a fish cleaning station to be built in Huron. The City partnered with OHM to provide the initial
engineering. Project estimates for the base station and all appurtenances is just under $500,000. There are some
additional items that are over and above that both the City and State acknowledge must be done, such as
additional parking areas and sidewalks. The State is exploring the potential to handle those items as capital
projects outside of this agreement in future funding cycles.
Maintenance of the facility will follow the currently arrangement between the City and ODNR for the overall
facility. Day-to-day items and maintenance are the City’s responsibility, while the State is responsible for larger
capital projects and improvements.
The facility was modeled off the fish cleaning station in South Haven, Michigan. An article about that station can
be found here: https://www.wzzm13.com/article/news/south-haven-completes-new-fish-cleaning-station/69a1544832-51fd-401c-a6cf-a6bbf8865310.

Financial Review
Acceptance of ODNR's grant agreement provides funding for the design, construction and inspection of the fish
cleaning station near the City's boat ramp. The appropriation measure in front of Council for this meeting will
properly budget for acceptance of this grant and OHM's design expense. OHM's design contract was approved at
a prior Council meeting for $24,700. The fish cleaning station total expense and receipt of grant funds will be
accounted for out of the City's Capital Improvement Fund (Fund 401) in 2021 and 2022.

Legal Review
The matter has been reviewed, follows normal administrative procedure and is properly before you.

Recommendation
If Council is in agreement, a motion adopting Resolution 62-2021 is in order.
Resolution No. 62-2021.doc
Resolution No. 62-2021 Exhibit A.pdf

RESOLUTION NO. 62-2021
Introduced by Christine Crawford

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO ACCEPT THE GRANT
AWARD AND ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH THE OHIO DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES, DIVISION OF WILDLIFE, FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF
A FISH CLEANING STATION AT THE HURON BOAT LAUNCH IN THE AMOUNT
NOT TO EXCEED FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($500,000.00).
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF HURON, OHIO:
SECTION 1. That the City Manager be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed to
enter into an agreement with the Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Wildlife,
for a grant to maintain and construct at fish cleaning station at the Huron Boat Launch in an
amount not to exceed Five Hundred Thousand and 00/100 Dollars ($500,000.00), which
agreement shall be in substantially the form of Exhibit “A” attached hereto and made a part
hereof.
SECTION 2. That this Council hereby finds and determines that all formal actions
relative to the adoption of this Resolution were taken in an open meeting of this Council and that
all deliberations of this Council and of its Committees, if any, which resulted in formal action,
were taken in meetings open to the public in full compliance with applicable legal requirements,
including O.R.C. §121.22
SECTION 3. That this Resolution shall be in full force and effect immediately upon its
adoption.

Sam Artino, Mayor

ATTEST:
Clerk of Council
ADOPTED:

DocuSign Envelope ID: E672B82C-36CB-4CF3-830B-970D24B2690D

GRANT AGREEMENT
This Agreement is between the OHIO DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, acting through its
DIVISION OF WILDLIFE, (“ODNR”) with offices located at 2045 Morse Rd., Columbus, OH, 43229, and CITY OF
HURON, which is located at 417 Main St Huron, OH, 44839-1652 (“Grantee”).
Grantee is an applicant who submitted a proposal (the “Grant Proposal”) to ODNR. Under R.C. § 1501.01,
ODNR may provide grants to eligible applicants for improving public motorboat facilities. Grantee has met the
application requirements and has been approved by ODNR as eligible to receive this grant. Grantee will undertake
the following with funding from this grant: Construct a fish cleaning station at the Huron Boat Ramp facility on
Lake Erie.
The parties therefore agree as follows:
1. Award. ODNR hereby awards to the Grantee an award not to exceed $ 500,000.00 for the performance
and completion of the deliverables detailed in Attachment(s) Exhibit A. (the “Project”).
2. Performance of Project. Grantee shall perform its duties and responsibilities under this Agreement in
compliance with the terms, promises, conditions, plans, specifications, estimates, procedures, maps, and
assurances set forth in the Grant Proposal, incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth
herein, as well as the terms set forth in this Agreement. Grantee shall: (1) perform and complete the
Project as set forth herein; (2) promptly submit the ODNR such reports and documents as ODNR may
request; (3) establish a separate special account for the funds for the acquisition and/or development of
the Project; (4) not change any of the terms, promises, conditions, plans, specifications, estimates,
procedures, maps, or assurances set forth in the Grant Proposal unless the proposed change is approved
by ODNR. ODNR reserves the right to audit the special account created by Grantee, pursuant to this
paragraph, either during or after the completion of the Project.
3. Notice. All notices, consents, and communications required hereunder (each, a “Notice”) shall be in
writing and shall be deemed to have been properly given when: 1) hand delivered with delivery
acknowledged in writing; 2) sent by U.S. Certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid; 3) sent
by overnight delivery service (FedEx, UPS, etc.) with receipt; or 4) sent by fax or email. Notices shall be
deemed given upon receipt thereof and shall be sent to the addresses below. Notices sent by fax or email
shall be effectively given only upon acknowledgement of receipt by the receiving party. Any party may
change its address for receipt of Notices upon notice to the other party. If delivery cannot be made at any
address designated for Notices, a Notice shall be deemed given on the date on which delivery at such
address is attempted.
Grantee Contact:
Matthew Lasko
City Manager
City of Huron
417 Main Street
Huron, OH 44839-1652
citymanager@huronohio.us
419-433-5000 ext. 1102

ODNR Contact:
Scott Hale
Executive Administrator, Fish Management and Research
ODNR Division of Wildlife
2045 Morse Rd. Bldg G-3
Columbus, OH 43229
richard.hale@dnr.ohio.gov
614-265-6554
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4. Period of Performance. Implementation of the Project shall not commence until this Agreement is
effective. This Agreement shall be effective as of the date on which it is signed by an authorized
representative of ODNR. ODNR shall not be responsible for any costs incurred by the Grantee prior to the
date this Agreement becomes effective. This Agreement shall terminate on June 30, 2023 unless modified
by the mutual, written consent of both parties before that date or otherwise terminated as provided
herein.
5. Termination by ODNR. Any time after signing this Agreement, ODNR may terminate the Agreement, in
whole or in part, for any reason whatsoever, upon written notification to the Grantee. If ODNR terminates
this Agreement, the Grantee will be paid for any non-cancelable obligation properly incurred by the
Grantee prior to termination. Grantee shall return any unused grant funds to ODNR within thirty (30) days
of termination.
6. Termination by Grantee. Any time after signing this Agreement, Grantee may terminate this Agreement
for any reason whatsoever upon written notification to ODNR. If Grantee terminates this Agreement,
Grantee shall not incur any new obligations using grant funds and shall use its reasonable best efforts to
cancel as many outstanding obligations of grant funds as possible. Grantee shall return all unused grant
funds to ODNR within thirty (30) days of termination. Upon Grantee’s termination, Grantee shall repay
ODNR all funds transferred under this Agreement.
7. Nondiscrimination in Employment. Pursuant to R.C. § 125.111 and ODNR policy, Grantee agrees that
Grantee, any subcontractor, and any person acting on behalf of Grantee, shall not discriminate, by reason
of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, military status as defined in R.C. § 4112.01,
national origin, or ancestry against any citizen of this state in the employment of any person qualified and
available to perform the activities. Grantee further agrees that Grantee, any subcontractor, and any
person acting on behalf of Grantee or a subcontractor shall not, in any manner, discriminate against,
intimidate, or retaliate against any employee hired for the performance of the activities on account of
race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, military status, national origin, or ancestry.
Grantee shall, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of the Grantee,
state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color,
religion, national origin, ancestry, age, sex, sexual orientation, handicap, or any disability. Grantee shall
cooperate with the state Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinator, with any other official or agency of
the state or federal Government which seeks to eliminate unlawful employment discrimination, and with
all other state and federal efforts to assure equal employment practices under the Agreement, and
Grantee shall comply promptly with all requests and directions from the State of Ohio or any of its officials
and agencies in this regard.
8. Workers’ Compensation. Grantee shall provide its own workers’ compensation coverage throughout the
duration of this Agreement and any extensions thereof. ODNR is hereby released from any and all liability
for injury received by the Grantee, its employees, agents, or subcontractors, while performing tasks,
duties, work, or responsibilities as set forth in this Agreement.
9. Compliance with Laws. Grantee, in the execution of its duties and obligations under this Agreement,
agrees to comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules, regulations, and ordinances.
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10. Open Trade. Pursuant to R.C. § 9.76(B), Grantee warrants that it is not boycotting any jurisdiction with
whom the State of Ohio can enjoy open trade, including Israel, and will not do so during the contract
period.
11. Liability; Indemnification. Grantee shall be solely responsible for any and all claims, demands, or causes
of action arising from Grantee’s obligations under this Agreement. Each party to this Agreement must
seek its own legal representative and bear its own costs, attorney fees, and expenses, in any litigation that
may arise from the performance of this Agreement. It is specifically understood and agreed that ODNR
does not indemnify Grantee. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to be a waiver of the sovereign
immunity of the State of Ohio or the immunity of any of its employees or agents for any purpose. In no
event shall ODNR be liable for indirect, consequential, incidental, special, liquidated, or punitive damages,
or lost profits.
12. Drug-Free Workplace. Grantee agrees to comply with all applicable state and federal laws regarding drugfree workplace.
13. Use of MBE and EDGE Vendors. Revised Code § 125.081 requires state agencies to set aside purchases
for Minority Business Enterprises (“MBE”) and Executive Order 2008-13S encourages use of Encouraging
Diversity, Growth and Equity (“EDGE”) businesses. ODNR encourages Grantee to purchase goods and
services from Ohio-certified MBE and EDGE vendors.
14. Events of Significant Impact. Grantee shall immediately notify ODNR of developments that have a
significant impact on the activities supported under this award. Also, notice must be given in case of
problems, delays, or adverse conditions that materially impair the ability to meet the objectives of the
award. This notification must include a statement of the action taken or contemplated, and any assistance
needed to resolve the situation.
15. Public Records. Public access to award or agreement records must not be limited, except when such
records must be kept confidential and would have been exempted from disclosure pursuant to Freedom
of Information regulations (5 U.S.C. 552) or Ohio public records laws.
16. Debarment and Suspension. Grantee certifies that it is not debarred from consideration for contract
awards by the State of Ohio under R.C. §§ 153.02, 125.25, or 5513.06. If this certification is false, this
Agreement is void ab initio and Grantee shall immediately repay ODNR all funds transferred by this
Agreement.
17. Findings for Recovery. Grantee represents and warrants that it is not subject to a finding for recovery
under R.C. § 9.24, or that it has taken appropriate remedial steps required under R.C. § 9.24 or otherwise
qualifies under that section. Grantee agrees that if this representation or warranty is deemed to be false,
the agreement shall be void ab initio as between the parties to this agreement, and any funds paid by
ODNR hereunder immediately shall be repaid to ODNR, or an action for recovery immediately may be
commenced by ODNR for recovery.
18. Ohio Ethics Law. The Grantee certifies that it: (i) has reviewed and understands the Ohio ethics and
conflict of interest laws as found in Ohio Revised Code Chapter 102 and in Ohio Revised Code Sections
2921.42 and 2921.43, and (ii) will take no action inconsistent with those laws. The Grantee understands
that failure to comply with Ohio’s ethics and conflict of interest laws is grounds for termination of this
Agreement and may result in the loss of other contacts or grants with the State of Ohio.
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19. Expenditure of Public Funds for Offshore Services. The Grantee affirms to have read and understands
Executive Order 2019-12D issued by Ohio Governor Mike DeWine. Grantee has signed and completed the
Standard Affirmation and Disclosure Form and shall abide by those requirements in the performance of
this Agreement and perform no services required under this Agreement outside of the United States. The
Executive
Order
can
be
accessed
at
the
following
website:
https://governor.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/governor/media/executive-orders/2019-12d.
20. Campaign Contributions. The Grantee affirms that, as applicable to it, no party listed in R.C. § 3517.13(I)
or R.C. § 3517.13(J) or spouse of such party has made, as an individual, within the two previous calendar
years, one or more contributions totaling in excess of $1,000.00 to the Governor or the Governor’s
campaign committees.
21. Non-Appropriation. Performance by ODNR under this Agreement may be dependent upon the
appropriation of funds by the Ohio General Assembly. Therefore, in accordance with R.C. § 126.07, it is
agreed that ODNR’s payments are contingent on the availability of such lawful appropriations by the Ohio
General Assembly. If the Ohio General Assembly fails at any time to continue funding for the payments
due hereunder, this Agreement is hereby terminated as of the date that the funding expires without
further obligation of ODNR.
22. Governing Law. This Agreement and the rights of the parties hereunder shall be governed, construed, and
interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of Ohio. Grantee consents to jurisdiction in a court
of proper jurisdiction in Franklin County, Ohio.
23. Waiver. A waiver by any party of any breach or default by the other party under this Agreement shall not
constitute a continuing waiver by such party of any subsequent act in breach of or in default hereunder.
24. Assignment. Neither this Agreement nor any rights, duties, or obligations hereunder may be assigned or
transferred in whole or in part by Grantee.
25. Qualifications. Grantee represents that it has all approvals, licenses, or other qualifications needed to
conduct its business in Ohio and that all are current.
26. Conflicts. In the event of any conflict between the terms and provisions of the body of this Agreement
and any attachments hereto, the terms of this Agreement shall control.
27. Severability. The provisions of this Agreement are severable and independent, and if any such provision
shall be determined to be unenforceable in whole or in part, the remaining provisions and any partially
enforceable provisions shall, to the extent enforceable in any jurisdiction, nevertheless be binding and
enforceable.
28. Headings. The headings in this Agreement have been inserted for convenient reference only and shall not
be considered in any questions of interpretation or construction of this Agreement.
29. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be
deemed an original, and all of which shall constitute one and the same instrument. Either party hereto
may deliver a copy of its counterparty’s signature page to this Agreement electronically pursuant to R.C.
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§ 1306. Each party hereto shall be entitled to rely upon an electronic signature of any other party delivered
in such a manner as if such signature were an original.
30. Entire Agreement. This Agreement, including any attachments, contains the entire agreement between
the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter hereof, and shall not be modified, amended, or
supplemented, or any rights herein waived, unless specifically agreed upon in writing by the parties
hereto. This Agreement supersedes any and all previous agreements, whether written or oral, between
the parties.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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Each party is signing this Agreement on the date stated below that party’s signature.

GRANTEE

OHIO DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

CITY OF HURON

DIVISION OF WILDLIFE

By:

By: __________________________________

Printed Name:

Printed Name:

Title:

Title: ________________________________

Date:

Date:
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STATE OF OHIO
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
STANDARD AFFIRMATION AND DISCLOSURE FORM
EXECUTIVE ORDER [2019-12D]
Banning the Expenditure of Public Funds on Offshore Services

CONTRACTOR/SUBCONTRACTOR AFFIRMATION AND DISCLOSURE:
By the signature affixed to this response, the CONTRACTOR/SUBCONTRACTOR affirms, understands, and will abide
by the requirements of Executive Order 2019-12D. If awarded a contract, the CONTRACTOR/SUBCONTRACTOR
becomes the Contractor and affirms that both the Contractor and any of its subcontractors shall perform no
services requested under this Agreement outside of the United States.
The CONTRACTOR/SUBCONTRACTOR shall provide all the name(s) and location(s) where services under this
Contract will be performed in the spaces provided below or by attachment. Failure to provide this information as
part of the response will deem the CONTRACTOR/SUBCONTRACTOR not responsive and the Agreement will not
be executed. If the CONTRACTOR/SUBCONTRACTOR will not be using subcontractors, indicate “Not Applicable” in
the appropriate spaces. Attach a supplemental sheet, if necessary.
1. Principal location of business of Contractor:

(Address)

(City, State, Zip)

Name/Principal location of business of subcontractor(s):

(Name)

(Address, City, State, Zip)

(Name)

(Address, City, State, Zip)

2. Location where services will be performed by Contractor:

(Address)

(Address, City, State, Zip)

Name/Location where services will be performed by subcontractor(s):

(Name)

(Address, City, State, Zip)

(Name)

(Address, City, State, Zip)
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3. Location where State data will be stored, accessed, tested, maintained, or backed-up, by Contractor:

(Address)

(Address, City, State, Zip)

Name/Location(s) where State data will be stored, accessed, tested, maintained, or backed-up by
subcontractor(s):

(Name)

(Address, City, State, Zip)

(Name)

(Address, City, State, Zip)

4. Location where services to be performed will be changed or shifted by Contractor:

(Address)

(Address, City, State, Zip)

Name/Location(s) where services will be changed or shifted to be performed by subcontractor(s):

(Name)

(Address, City, State, Zip)

(Name)

(Address, City, State, Zip)

(Name)

(Address, City, State, Zip)
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Exhibit A

Client:
Project:

City of Huron
FISH CLEANING FACILITY - SCHEMTATIC DESIGN COST ESTIMATE

OHM Advisors
6001 Euclid Avenue, Suite 130
Cleveland, OH 44103

Wednesday, June 30, 2021
No.

Description

Qty.

Unit

Unit Cost

Total

SITE PREPARATION

$ 25,750.00

1

Pavement Removal (including sawcutting)

300

SF

$ 10.00

$ 3,000.00

2

Concrete Walk Removal

500

SF

$ 2.50

$ 1,250.00

3

Tree Removal

3

EACH

$ 250.00

$ 750.00

4

Gravel Removed

500

SF

$ 1.50

$ 750.00

5

Misc Demolition

1

LUMP

$ 5,000.00

$ 5,000.00

6

Earthwork

1

LUMP

$ 15,000.00

$ 15,000.00

UTILITIES
7

1" Water Service Line From Existing Building

8

$ 51,125.00
120

LF

$ 85.00

$ 10,200.00

Replace Existing Lift Station with Duplex Pumps

1

LUMP

$ 12,000.00

$ 12,000.00

9

Fat Oil Grease (FOG) Seperator

1

LUMP

$ 10,000.00

$ 10,000.00

10

6" Sanitary

135

LF

$ 55.00

$ 7,425.00

11

6" Sanitary Drain (Stainless Steel)

6

EACH

$ 250.00

$ 1,500.00

12

6" Sanitary Cleanout

1

LUMP

$ 750.00

$ 750.00

13

Drain Inlet

1

EACH

$ 1,200.00

$ 1,200.00

14

12" Storm Drain

68

LF

$ 100.00

$ 6,800.00

15

Half Height End Wall

1

EACH

$ 1,250.00

$ 1,250.00

SITE IMPROVEMENTS
16

4" Concrete Walks

17

$ 43,725.00
2450

SF

$ 7.50

$ 18,375.00

Concrete Steps, with Handrails

1

LUMP

$ 4,500.00

$ 4,500.00

18

Accessible Curb Ramp

2

EACH

$ 1,250.00

$ 2,500.00

19

Integral Curb

165

LF

$ 30.00

$ 4,950.00

20

Asphalt Pavement (Make ready spots)

1400

SF

$ 5.00

$ 7,000.00

21

Asphalt Pavement Repair

300

SF

$ 10.00

$ 3,000.00

22

Pavement / Crosswalk Striping

1

LUMP

$ 2,500.00

$ 2,500.00

23

Accessible Parking Signs

2

EACH

$ 450.00

$ 900.00

BUILDING & STRUCTURE

$ 268,640.00

24

Concrete Pad

1055

25

Shade Structure (22' x 44')

1

26

Stainless Steel Fish Cleaning Equipment (2 tables with built in grinders)

27

Stainless Steel Utility Hand Washing Sink

28

Ornamental Fencing

28

SF

$ 8.00

$ 8,440.00

ALLOW

$ 85,000.00

$ 85,000.00

1

ALLOW

$ 145,000.00

$ 145,000.00

2

EACH

$ 1,500.00

$ 3,000.00

120

LF

$ 135.00

$ 16,200.00

Ornamental Fence Gates

2

EACH

$ 2,500.00

$ 5,000.00

29

Hose Bib Connections / Washdown

2

EACH

$ 500.00

$ 1,000.00

29

Misc. Mechanical

1

LUMP

$ 5,000.00

$ 5,000.00

ELECTRICAL

$ 36,250.00

#REF!

Electrical Service (From Existing Building)

50

LF

$ 175.00

$ 8,750.00

#REF!

Shade Structure Power (

1

LUMP

$ 7,500.00

$ 7,500.00

#REF!

Shade Structure Lighting

1

LUMP

$ 20,000.00

$ 20,000.00

Subtotal:

$ 425,490.00

20% Contingency:

$ 85,100.00

15% General Conditions / Mobilization:

$ 63,900.00

Total Construction Cost:

$ 574,490.00

10% Design Fees (soft costs):

$ 57,500.00

4% Construction Engineering & Inspection:

$ 23,000.00

1.5% Topographic Survey:

$ 8,700.00

1.5% Soil Borings / Geotech:

$ 8,700.00

Total 2021 Project Cost Estimate, Including Soft and Hard Costs:

$ 672,400.00
2022 Cost:

$ 694,000.00

2023 Cost:

$ 716,000.00

2024 Cost:

$ 734,000.00

2025 Cost:

$ 757,000.00

2026 Cost:

$ 782,000.00
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Cleveland, OH 44103
P (216) 865-1335 | F (440) 546-1059
6001 Euclid Ave, Suite 130

HURON MUNICIPAL BOAT RAMP - US-6
HURON, OHIO 44839

OHM-ADVISORS.COM

100% SCHEMATIC DESIGN
6.30.2021
SHEET INDEX:

MUNICIPALITY:

CITY OF HURON

PARCEL NUMBER(S):

42-61270.000

ZONING DISTRICT:

B-3 GENERAL BUSINESS, & I-2
GENERAL INDUSTRIAL

TOTAL LOT AREA:

8.15 ACRES

Consultant:
OHM Advisors
6001 EUCLID AVE, SUITE 130
CLEVELAND, OH 44103
P (216) 865-1335 | F (440) 546-1059

DATE
6.30.2021

SITE DATA

PROJ NUMBER
3002200100

Owner:
City of Huron
417 Main Street
Huron, OH 44839

PROJ MGR
JH

CADD
----

PROJECT LOCATION

CITY OF HURON
HURON FISH CLEANING FACILITY
TITLE SHEET

COUNTY
ERIE

MUNICIPALITY
CITY OF HURON

ISSUE: 100% SCHEMATIC DESIGN
REVISIONS:

SITE LOCATION MAP

-------------------

TITLE SHEET
REMOVAL PLAN
SITE PLAN
GRADING PLAN
SITE UTILITY PLAN
DETAILS
DETAILS - SHADE STRUCTURE
SITE ELECTRICAL PLAN

SHEET

DRAWING PATH:

P:\3000_3499\3002200100_Huron_Fish_Cleaning_Facility\Drawings\Civil\Plans_Const\200100_COV.dwg

Jun 30, 2021 - 1:23pm

C-000
C-100
C-200
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C-400
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C-000
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LEGEND
ITEM 202 - PAVEMENT REMOVED
ITEM 202 - WALK REMOVED

R

ITEM 202 - GRAVEL REMOVED

ARCHITECTS ENGINEERS PLANNERS

LIMIT OF WORK

OHM-ADVISORS.COM

NOTES
1.

REMOVE AND DISPOSE OF ALL MAN-MADE TRASH, AND DEBRIS FOUND
WITHIN LIMIT OF WORK.

2.

ALL PAVEMENT REMOVAL SHALL HAVE CLEAN, SAWCUT EDGES
WHERE EXISTING PAVEMENT IS TO REMAIN.

3.

THE UNDERGROUND UTILITIES SHOWN HAVE BEEN LOCATED FROM
FIELD SURVEY INFORMATION AND EXISTING DRAWINGS. THERE IS NO
GUARANTEE THAT THE UNDERGROUND UTILITIES SHOWN COMPRISE
ALL SUCH UTILITIES IN THE AREA, EITHER IN SERVICE OR
ABANDONED. THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THE UNDERGROUND
UTILITIES SHOWN ARE IN THE EXACT LOCATION INDICATED.

4.

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOTIFY THE PROJECT ENGINEER, THE OHIO
UTILITIES PROTECTION SERVICE (OUPS), THE OHIO OIL AND GAS
PRODUCERS UNDERGROUND PROTECTION SERVICE (OGPUPS), AND
ALL NON REGISTERED UTILITY OWNERS AT LEAST TWO (2) WORKING
DAYS PRIOR TO COMMENCING CONSTRUCTION IN ALL AREAS.

OUPS 1-800-362-2764 (CONTACT LIMITED BASIS PARTICIPANTS

4'

DIRECTLY)

6.

THE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGE TO UTILITIES.
ALL EXISTING UTILITIES, SERVICE LINES, LATERALS, ETC., DAMAGED
DURING CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROJECT SHALL BE REPAIRED TO
THE SATISFACTION OF THE UTILITY OWNER.

7.

THE OWNER/ENGINEER SHALL NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR
NEGLIGENCE, NON-PARTICIPATION, ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR
INACCURACIES OF WORK CONDUCTED BY UTILITY COMPANIES, THEIR
CONTRACTORS, LOCATION SERVICES, OR OTHERS.

8.

EXPOSED PAVEMENT SUBGRADE SHALL BE SEALED / COVERED AT
END OF EACH DAY TO PROTECT SUBGRADE FROM MOISTURE,
EROSION, AND CONTAMINATION. CONTRACTOR TO REPAIR DAMAGED
SUBGRADE DUE TO SUBGRADE EXPOSURE.

9.

ALL COSTS, INCLUDING LABOR, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS,
COORDINATION, ETC., FOR ALL ASPECTS OF WORK DESCRIBED IN
THIS NOTE AND ASSOCIATED REQUIREMENTS, SHALL BE INCLUDED IN
THE THE PROJECT. NO ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION SHALL BE
PROVIDED TO THE CONTRACTOR FOR ANY CONDITION DESCRIBED
ABOVE.

3'±

MUNICIPALITY
CITY OF HURON
COUNTY
ERIE
CADD
---PROJ MGR
JH
PROJ NUMBER
3002200100

Know what's below.

Callbefore you dig.

CITY OF HURON
HURON FISH CLEANING FACILITY
REMOVAL PLAN

DRAWING PATH:

R

DATE
6.30.2021

3'±

P:\3000_3499\3002200100_Huron_Fish_Cleaning_Facility\Drawings\Civil\Plans_Const\200100_REM.dwg

Jun 30, 2021 - 1:23pm

4'

5'±

SHEET

5'±

EX.
RESTROOM
BLDG.

ISSUE: 100% SCHEMATIC DESIGN
REVISIONS:

THE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE INVESTIGATION,
LOCATION, SUPPORT, PROTECTION, AND RESTORATION OF ALL
EXISTING UTILITIES AND APPURTENANCES, WHETHER SHOWN ON
THESE PLANS OR NOT, IN ACCORDANCE WITH ORC 153.64.

7.7'

5.

-------------------

OGPUPS 1-800-925-0988

C-100
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ITEM 201 - TREE REMOVED
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LEGEND:
4 INCH CONCRETE WALK
- SEE DET.04
SHEET.C-500

CONTROL JOINT (TYP.)
EXP. JOINT (TYP.)

R

PAVEMENT EDGE WITHOUT CURB.
03

1 3 .8

C-500

ARCHITECTS ENGINEERS PLANNERS

Cleveland, OH 44103
P (216) 865-1335 | F (440) 546-1059
6001 Euclid Ave, Suite 130

PAVEMENT EDGE WITH CURB

'

OHM-ADVISORS.COM
ITEM 642 - ISLAND MARKING TYPE 1
(PROVIDE 2 COATS), COLOR: WHITE.
ITEM 646 - HANDICAP SYMBOL
MARKING, COLOR: WHITE.

C-500

13.

C-500

6'

03

03

LIMIT OF WORK

10'

NOTES:
04

C-500

THIS SHEET IS FOR LAYOUT & DETAIL REFERENCE
ONLY.

2.

ALL DIMENSIONS / COORDINATES ARE TO FACE OF
CURBS, WALLS, OR STEPS UNLESS NOTED
OTHERWISE ON PLANS.

3.

PROVIDE CONTROL JOINTS ON CURBS EVERY 6'
MAX., AND AT PC'S AND PT'S. PROVIDE EXPANSION
JOINTS EVERY 30' MAX. FOR INTEGRAL CURBS AND
WALKS, ALIGN CURB JOINTS WITH WALK JOINTS.

4.

REFER TO SURVEY DRAWING FOR BENCHMARK
INFORMATION.

5.

DRAWING WILL BE AVAILABLE TO CONTRACTOR IN
CAD FORMAT, FOR FULL LAYOUT PURPOSES.
GENERAL DIMENSIONS AND KEY COORDINATES ARE
SHOWN ON DRAWING.

6'

10'

1.

9'
03

9'

C-500
04

C-500

6'

9'

9'
9'

6'

04

C-500

05

5'

C-500

5'
6'

11.4'
06

C-500

6'

04

R

Know what's below.

Callbefore you dig.

CITY OF HURON
HURON FISH CLEANING FACILITY
SITE PLAN

PROJ NUMBER
3002200100

PROJ MGR
JH

CADD
----

COUNTY
ERIE

MUNICIPALITY
CITY OF HURON

C-500

-------------------

7'

ISSUE: 100% SCHEMATIC DESIGN
REVISIONS:

C-500

04

C-500

DATE
6.30.2021

06

SHEET

DRAWING PATH:

P:\3000_3499\3002200100_Huron_Fish_Cleaning_Facility\Drawings\Civil\Plans_Const\200100_STE.dwg

Jun 30, 2021 - 1:24pm

5'

C-200
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ASPHALT PAVEMENT
- SEE DET.03
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LEGEND
EXISTING CONTOUR
PROPOSED CONTOUR
R

DRAIN INLET
MEET EXISTING GRADE FLUSH

FFE

FINISH FLOOR ELEVATION
LIMIT OF WORK

ARCHITECTS ENGINEERS PLANNERS

Cleveland, OH 44103
P (216) 865-1335 | F (440) 546-1059
6001 Euclid Ave, Suite 130
OHM-ADVISORS.COM

MEG

GRADING NOTES
MEG

ALL GRADES SHOWN ARE FINAL FINISH
GRADES.

2.

MEET ALL EXISTING GRADES FLUSH.

3.

ALL EMBANKMENT UNDER PAVEMENTS
AND STRUCTURES SHALL BE COMPACTED
WITH SELECT SITE MATERIAL PER ODOT
ITEM #203, AND AS NOTED IN THE PROJECT
GEOTECHNICAL REPORT.

4.

ALL LAWN AREAS TO MEET PAVEMENT
EDGES FLUSH, UNLESS NOTED
OTHERWISE ON THE PLAN.

5.

ALL ADA ACCESSIBLE PARKING AREAS AND
AISLES SHALL NOT EXCEED 2.0% SLOPE IN
ANY DIRECTION.

6.

ALL ADA ACCESSIBLE TRAVEL ROUTES
SHALL NOT HAVE CROSS SLOPES
GREATER THAN 2% AND SHALL NOT HAVE
SLOPES PARALLEL TO THE TRAVEL PATH
GREATER THAN 5%. ALL CHANGES IN
DIRECTION SHALL HAVE A 5'X5' AREA THAT
DOES NOT EXCEED 2% IN ANY DIRECTION.

7.

ALL PROPOSED CURBS ARE 6" HIGH
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE ON PLANS.

682

681

680

MEG

1.

679

HALF HEIGHT
CONCRETE
ENDWALL

0

68

STRUCTURE
F.F.E. - 680.5

681

680

679

678

MEG
CONCRETE
STAIRS (7 STEPS)

68

MUNICIPALITY
CITY OF HURON

MEG

0

COUNTY
ERIE

FLUSH CURB

MEG

9
67
MEG

PROJ MGR
JH

6" HIGH
INTEGRAL
CURB

CADD
----

MEG

MEG

Know what's below.

Callbefore you dig.

SHEET

7
R

DATE
6.30.2021

PROJ NUMBER
3002200100

MEG

CITY OF HURON
HURON FISH CLEANING FACILITY
GRADING PLAN

MEG

-------------------

ISSUE: 100% SCHEMATIC DESIGN
REVISIONS:

MEG

67

DRAWING PATH:

CB RIM
679.5

678

P:\3000_3499\3002200100_Huron_Fish_Cleaning_Facility\Drawings\Civil\Plans_Const\200100_GRD.dwg

Jun 30, 2021 - 1:25pm

680

MEG

MEG

680

6" HIGH
INTEGRAL
CURB

C-300
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LEGEND
PROPOSED STORM PIPING
PROPOSED SANITARY
PROPOSED WATER SERVICE
R

DRAIN INLET
ARCHITECTS ENGINEERS PLANNERS

LIMIT OF WORK

1.

2.
3.
4.

CONNECT TO EXISTING WATER LINES WITHIN EXISTING
BUILDING MECHANICAL ROOM IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL,
STATE, AND NATIONAL BUILDING / PLUMBING CODES.
CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL NECESSARY
PERMITS RELATING TO UTILITY CONNECTIONS.
ALL CONNECTIONS SHALL BE DOWN PIPE FROM EXISTING
METERS, BACKFLOW PREVENTORS, AND/OR REGULATING
VALVES.
AT POINT OF CONNECTION, PROVIDE MASTER SHUTOFF
VALVE FOR UTILITY EXTENSION.
ALL PENETRATIONS THROUGH EXISTING BUILDING
FOUNDATIONS SHALL BE CORE DRILLED AND FINISH WATER
TIGHT.

OHM-ADVISORS.COM

HALF HEIGHT CONCRETE ENDWALL

PROPOSED FISH
CLEANING FACILITY

12" PVC OR HDPE STORM CONDUIT

1" TYPE 'K' COPPER
WATER SERVICE

CLEANOUT

PROJ NUMBER
3002200100

PROJ MGR
JH

CADD
----

COUNTY
ERIE

TIE INTO EXISTING SANITARY FORCE MAIN

R

Know what's below.

Callbefore you dig.

CITY OF HURON
HURON FISH CLEANING FACILITY
SITE UTILITY PLAN

MUNICIPALITY
CITY OF HURON

REPLACE EXISTING GRINDER PUMP SYSTEM WITH
DUPLEX GRINDER PUMP SYSTEM. BASIS OF
DESIGN SYSTEM SHALL BE DH152 GRINDER PUMP
STATION AS MANUFACTURED BY E ONE SEWER
SYSTEMS, OR APPROVED EQUAL

-------------------

(6) 6" FLOOR DRAINS
CONNECTED TO SANITARY

ISSUE: 100% SCHEMATIC DESIGN
REVISIONS:

1000 GALLON CONCRETE
OIL / WATER SEPARATOR
STRUCTURE

YARD DRAIN

DATE
6.30.2021

DRAWING PATH:

P:\3000_3499\3002200100_Huron_Fish_Cleaning_Facility\Drawings\Civil\Plans_Const\200100_UTL.dwg

Jun 30, 2021 - 1:26pm

CONNECT EXISTING
BUILDING SANITARY &
NEW FACILITY SANITARY

6" SANITARY

SHEET

EXIST.
RESTROOM
BLDG.

C-400
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12"

2'-0"

15" TO 21"

3'-0"

24" TO 30"

3'-6"

3'-0"

4'-0"

1" WHITE LETTERS ON
BLUE BACKGROUND

R
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GALVANIZED METAL POST ODOT TC-41.20, TYPE 2P.
STANDARD ODOT BREAKAWAY
POST DETAIL. PROVIDE SHOP
DRAWINGS
FINISH GRADE - SEE PLANS
FOR CONDITIONS

FINISH GRADE - SEE PLANS
4" FIBER REINFORCED CONCRETE
(UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE)
3/8" EXPANSION JOINT
CONTROL JOINT
2" COMPACTED ODOT ITEM #304
AGGREGATE BASE OR LIMESTONE
SCREENINGS

CONDUIT SEE PLANS FOR
TYPE AND SIZE.
SAND EMBEDMENT
MATERIAL

NOTES:
1. SUBMIT PRODUCT DATA.
2. CONTRACTOR SHALL INCLUDE ALL LABOR,
MATERIALS, AND EQUIPMENT NECESSARY TO
COMPLETE THIS ITEM PER ODOT CMS 630,
AND AS SHOWN ON THIS DETAIL.

ODOT ITEM #204
COMPACTED SUBGRADE

NOTES:

NOTES:
1. CONTRACTOR SHALL INCLUDE ALL LABOR, MATERIALS,
AND EQUIPMENT NECESSARY TO COMPLETE THIS ITEM
PER ODOT CMS 611, AND AS SHOWN ON THIS DETAIL.
2. BACKFILL UNDER PAVEMENT SHALL BE ODOT ITEM #304
AGGREGATE BASE.

1.
2.
3.
4.

UTILITY TRENCH

ALL SCORING SHALL BE 1/4 DEPTH OF CONCRETE (TOOLED OR SAWCUT).
RUB OUT ALL SURFACE TOOL MARKS, SEE PLANS FOR FINISH TYPES.
SEE LAYOUT PLANS FOR WIDTH OF PAVEMENT.
CONTRACTOR SHALL INCLUDE ALL LABOR, MATERIALS, AND EQUIPMENT NECESSARY TO
COMPLETE THIS ITEM PER ODOT CMS 608, AND AS SHOWN ON THIS DETAIL.

6"

4 INCH CONCRETE WALK

04

NOT TO SCALE

07

NOT TO SCALE

1"R TYP.

OHM-ADVISORS.COM

6"Ø CONCRETE FOOTING
36"

'D'

MAXIMUM
PENALTY $500

FINISH GRADE - TOPSOIL OR FULL
DEPTH PAVEMENT REPAIR

ODOT #304 AGGREGATE
GRANULAR BACKFILL

12"
4"

SHEET METAL FOR SIGNS,
PER ODOT ITEM #630

6"X12" "MAXIMUM PENALTY
$500" SIGN

COMPACTED SUBSOIL
SEE NOTE 2.

01

VAN
ACCESSIBLE

80"

UP TO 12"

'W'

18"

MINIMUM TRENCH
WIDTH (W)

ACCESSIBLE PARKING SIGN
NOT TO SCALE

3"R TYP.

15"

36"

21"

1-1/4" 6061-T6, SCH. 40 ALUMINUM
HANDRAIL WITH #4 BRUSH FINISH. ALL
JOINTS SHALL BE WELDED AND GROUND
SMOOTH.

CONCRETE SIDEWALK

6"

CORE DRILL POSTS 5"
DEEP & SET IN
NON-SHRINK,
NON-METALLIC GROUT

3/8"R TYP.
14" TYP.

12" EPOXY COATED
#4 DOWEL, 18" O.C.,
2" CLEAR

CONCRETE SIDEWALK

2" KEY
(TYP.)

42"

EXP. JOINT
#4 BAR, 12" O.C., BOTH
WAYS, 2" CLEAR (TYP.)

NOTES:
1. SEE PLANS FOR WIDTH
12"
AND NUMBER OF STEPS.
2. ALL STEEL REINFORCING
TO BE EPOXY COATED, 2"
CLEAR (TYP.)
3. SUBMIT SHOP DRAWINGS
COMPACTED
AND PRODUCT DATA.
SUBGRADE (TYP.)

1.5" ODOT ITEM #441 ASPHALT CONCRETE
SURFACE COURSE, TYPE 1, (448),
PG 64-22, MEDIUM TRAFFIC DESIGN.
ODOT ITEM #407 TACK COAT (NON-TRACKING)
1.5" ODOT ITEM #441 ASPHALT
CONCRETE INTERMEDIATE COURSE,
TYPE 2, (448), PG 64-22, MEDIUM
TRAFFIC DESIGN.
6" ODOT ITEM #304 LIMESTONE ONLY
AGGREGATE BASE
ODOT ITEM #204 COMPACTED SUBGRADE

NOTES:
1. CONTRACTOR SHALL INCLUDE ALL LABOR, MATERIALS, AND EQUIPMENT NECESSARY
TO COMPLETE THIS ITEM PER THE SPECIFICATIONS AND AS SHOWN ON THIS DETAIL.

03

ASPHALT PAVEMENT
NOT TO SCALE

6" CURB HEIGHT UNLESS
NOTED OTHERWISE ON PLANS
GUTTER SEAL ASPHALT OR
CONCRETE - SEE PLANS FOR
CONDITIONS

CONCRETE CURB

ODOT ITEM #204
COMPACTED SUBGRADE
6"
NOTES:
1. PROVIDE 1/2" EXP. JOINT WHEN ADJACENT TO CONCRETE PAVEMENT, UNLESS POURED
INTEGRALLY WITH PAVEMENT.
2. PLACE CONTROL JOINTS 6' O.C. MAX., OR AS SHOWN ON PLANS.
3. PLACE 1/2" EXPANSION JOINTS RECESSED 1/2" FROM SURFACE FOR JOINT SEALER PER
ITEM 705.04, 20' O.C. MAX., OR AS SHOWN ON PLANS.
4. CONCRETE MIXTURE SHALL BE SAME AS CONCRETE WALK.
5. CONTRACTOR SHALL INCLUDE ALL LABOR, MATERIALS, AND EQUIPMENT NECESSARY TO
COMPLETE THIS ITEM PER ODOT CMS 609, AND AS SHOWN ON THIS DETAIL.
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CONCRETE WALK

6"

PROJ NUMBER
3002200100

1" DEEP CONTROL JOINT

SEEDED LAWN - SEE
PLANS FOR CONDITIONS
4" 2"
12"

MUNICIPALITY
CITY OF HURON
NOT TO SCALE

COUNTY
ERIE

CONCRETE STAIRS

05

DATE
6.30.2021

NOT TO SCALE

12"

12"

OIL SEPERATOR

02

CONCRETE
FOUNDATIONS (TYP.)

CITY OF HURON
HURON FISH CLEANING FACILITY
DETAILS

42"

6"

12" EPOXY COATED #4
DOWEL, 18" O.C., 2" CLEAR

-------------------

EXP. JOINT

ISSUE: 100% SCHEMATIC DESIGN
REVISIONS:

6"
TYP.

12"

INTEGRAL CONCRETE CURB
NOT TO SCALE

SHEET

DRAWING PATH:
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6' DECORATIVE
ACCESS GATE
24X44 RECTANGULAR SHADE
STRUCTURE AS MANUFACTURED BY
POLIGON, OR APPROVED EQUAL

FISH CLEANING TABLES - SEE NOTE #1
18" X 36" T316 STAINLESS STEEL
UTILITY HANDWASHING SINK

NOTES:
1. FISH CLEANING UNITS TO BE BARRACUDA i MODEL 6096 AS MANUFACTURED BY QUALITY MACHINE AND MANUFACTURING, OR APPROVED EQUAL. UNIT TO INCLUDE HEAVY-DUTY, DUAL
SHAFT WASTE GRINDER, DUAL 6-1/2" INLET PROTECTS, 3/4" SANALITE CUTTING BOARDS THAT SLOPE TO CENTRAL DRAINAGE BASIN, SIDE MOUNTED, 60" X 19" X 34" ADA COMPLIANT
CUTTING TABLE, 2 START/STOP CONTROL STATIONS, ADJUSTABLE FLOW, AUTOMATIC BASIN RINSE, (4) HANGING OVERHEAD SPRAY HOSES, (4) 120V GFCI CONVENIENCE OUTLETS,
WELDED T304 STAINLESS STEEL CABINET WITH LEVELING FEET, LOCKABLE DOORS AND REMOVABLE FROM PANEL, COLD WEATHER INSULATION PACKAGE, 2 HP/230VAC GRINDER MOTOR
WITH 29:1 RATIO, COUNTER ROTATING, 60 RPM SHAFTS WITH 15 HARDENED CUTTERS, AND DISCHARGE ADAPTER FOR 6" PVC PIPE.
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KVA LOAD
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DESCRIPTION: EXISTING PANEL SURFACE MOUNT, 240/120V, 1ɸ, 3W, 200A, 175A MCB, 30 CIRCUIT, 10k
SCCR, LOCATED IN EXISTING RESTROOM
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TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

Mayor Artino and City Council
Matthew Lasko
Resolution No. 63-2021
September 14, 2021

Subject Matter/Background
Resolution No. 63-2021 relates to Modification No. 1 submitted by City Architecture relating to additional services
relating to creation of the City's Vision 2020 Action Plan. The original contract was authorized by Resolution No.
12-2021 adopted by Council on February 23, 2021. The additional services include attendance at one addition
work session and for additional renderings requested for inclusion in the final plan document.

Financial Review
The City's Economic Development Fund has sufficient fund balance to pay for the $2,500 change order. The
appropriation measure on this meeting's agenda will formally increase appropriations to properly pay for the
change order under Ohio revised Code.

Legal Review
The matter has been reviewed, follows normal administrative procedure and is properly before you.

Recommendation
If Council is in agreement, a motion adopting Resolution 63-2021 is in order.
Resolution No. 63-2021.doc
Resolution No. 63-2021 Exhibit A.pdf

RESOLUTION NO. 63-2021
Introduced by Joe Dike

A RESOLUTION AMENDING RESOLUTION 12-2021, ADOPTED FEBRUARY 23,
2021, AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO ACCEPT MODIFICATION NO. 1
FROM CITY ARCHITECTURE FOR SERVICES PROVIDED RELATING TO THE
CITY OF HURON VISION 2020 ACTION PLAN IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED
TWO THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND 00/100 DOLLARS ($2,500.00).
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF HURON, OHIO:
SECTION 1. The City Manager shall be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed to
accept Modification No. 1 from City Architecture to reflect the additional services relating to the
City of Huron Vision 2020 Action Plan in an amount not to exceed Two Thousand Five Hundred
and 00/100 Dollars ($2,500.00). Modification No. 1 shall be in substantially the form attached
hereto as Exhibit “A” and made a part hereof.
SECTION 2. That this Council hereby finds and determines that all formal actions
relative to the adoption of this Resolution were taken in an open meeting of this Council and that
all deliberations of this Council and of its Committees, if any, which resulted in formal action,
were taken in meetings open to the public in full compliance with applicable legal requirements,
including O.R.C. §121.22.
SECTION 3. That this Resolution shall go into effect, and be in full force and effect,
immediately upon its passage.

Sam Artino, Mayor
ATTESTED:
Clerk of Council
ADOPTED: _______________________________

MODIFICATION NO. 1 TO
STANDARD FORM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN OWNER AND ARCHITECT
DATE OF PRIME AGREEMENT:

March 3, 2021

DATE OF MODIFICATION:

September 8, 2021

OWNER

City of Huron
417 Main Street
Huron, OH 44839

ARCHITECT:

City Architecture, Inc.
12205 Larchmere Boulevard
Cleveland, Ohio 44120

PROJECT:

City of Huron Vision 2020 Progression & Expansion

This Modification No. 1 to the Prime Agreement is as specifically described herein and is subject to the
following terms and conditions.
1. The purpose of this Modification is to amend the following contract items:
a. Additional Council Work Session conducted on 4/27.
b. Enhanced renderings for Showboat Property
2. Modification item (a) itemizing the compensation for Additional Work Session shall be revised to
reflect a $1,000 increase in compensation.
3. Modification item (b) itemizing the compensation for enhanced renderings, shall be provided to
reflect a $1,500 increase in compensation for services and expenses.

Phase
Planning

Prime
Agreement
Compensation
$25,000

Decreased/Increased
Compensation for
Architect’s Services &
Expenses
$2,500

Total
Compensation
$27,500

This Modification No. 1 constitutes the revisions to the Prime Agreement and additional services as
specifically defined herein. To the extent that there is any conflict between the terms of this Modification
and the terms of the Prime Agreement, this Modification shall control. All other terms and conditions of
the Prime Agreement shall remain in force and effect.
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September 8, 2021
Modification to the Standard Form of Agreement Between the Owner and Architect
APPROVED:
OWNER:
CITY OF HURON

_________________________
Matthew Lasko
City Manager, City of Huron

____________________
Date

ARCHITECT:
CITY ARCHITECTURE, INC.

Alex J. Pesta
President

____________________
Date

TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

Mayor Artino and City Council
Matthew Lasko
Resolution No. 64-2021
September 14, 2021

Subject Matter/Background
Resolution 64-2021 acknowledges the request from Rev. Jeffrey R. McBeth of St. Peter Catholic Church for the use
of city streets, services, and the placement of signage in the median on Route 6, just west of the Center Street
light promoting its 5K and Fun Run to benefit Saint Peter School improvements which will be held on October
30th. The banner would be no larger than 3' x 5" and would be be removed at the conclusion of the race.
This will be the seventh year for this event. Details of the request remain the same as previous years with respect
to the race route, banner placement in the median and city services. Saint Peter's will provide proof of insurance
prior to the event. The proposed date of the event has been cleared by the Parks & Recreation Operations
Manager with regard to any city event conflict and Chief Lippert remains involved with the organizers this year
with regard to safety services.
This request follows standard procedure and is being recommended by Administration for approval.

Financial Review
There is no financial impact relating to this request.

Legal Review
The matter has been reviewed, follows normal legislative procedure and is properly before you.

Recommendation
If the Council is in support of the request, a motion adopting Resolution 64-2021 is in order.
Resolution No. 64-2021.doc
Resolution No. 64-2021 Exhibit A.pdf

RESOLUTION NO. 64-2021
Introduced by Trey Hardy

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER, ON BEHALF OF THE CITY
OF HURON, OHIO, TO SUPPORT THE REQUEST OF SAINT PETER CATHOLIC
CHURCH ON BEHALF OF ST. PETER SCHOOL FOR THE USE OF CITY STREETS,
TRAFFIC CONTROL SERVICES, AND PLACEMENT OF A BANNER IN THE
MEDIAN AREA ADVERTISING THEIR 5K RACE AND FUN RUN TO BE HELD ON
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2021.
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF HURON, OHIO:
SECTION 1. That the City Manager is authorized on behalf of the City of Huron, Ohio
to support the request of St. Peter Catholic Church on behalf of St. Peter School for the use of
city streets, traffic control services, and the placement of an advertising banner in the median
from mid-September to October 30, 2021 relating to the St. Peter School 6th Annual 5K and Fun
Run, said request to be substantially in the form of Exhibit “A” attached hereto and made a part
hereof.
SECTION 2. That this Council hereby finds and determines that all formal actions
relative to the adoption of this Resolution were taken in an open meeting of this Council and that
all deliberations of this Council and of its Committees, if any, which resulted in formal action,
were taken in meetings open to the public in full compliance with applicable legal requirements,
including O.R.C. §121.22.
SECTION 3. That this Resolution shall be in full force and effect from and immediately
after its adoption.

Sam Artino, Mayor
ATTEST:
Clerk of Council
ADOPTED:

TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

Mayor Artino and City Council
Cory Swaisgood , Finance Director
Ordinance No. 2021-32
September 14, 2021

Financial Review
As part of the annual Tax Budget process, the Budget Commission provides each municipality with estimated
property taxes and local government fund revenues for the following year. In accordance with the Ohio Revised
Code, Council is required to approve the tax levy rates and certify a copy of the approval to the County Auditor by
the end of September. The 2022 tax rates and revenue estimates are included in the attachments. The estimated
millage has not changed from prior years. The attachments also include the City's first certificate of estimated
resources for 2022 from the County Budget Commission.

Legal Review
The matter has been reviewed, follows normal administrative procedure and is properly before you.

Recommendation
If Council is in agreement, a motion adopting Ordinance 2021-32 as an emergency measure is in order.
Ordinance No. 2021-32 Exhibit 1.pdf
Ordinance No. 2021-32 Exhibit 2.pdf
Ordinance No. 2021-32.docx

CITY OF HURON
2021 Tax year
2022 Collection year
based on 2020 Total Valuation

227,062,760

TOTAL PROPERTY TAXES TO BE COLLECTED BY LEVY
PER BUDGET
COMMISSION

PER BUDGET
SUBMITTED

VARIANCE

General Fund

317,888

319,868

(1,980)

Police Pension

68,119

68,542

(423)

Fire Pension

45,413

45,695

(282)

602,564

610,630

(8,066)

1,033,984

1,044,735

(10,751)

Fire Levy
TOTAL

LOCAL GOV. FUNDS TO BE COLLECTED
PER BUDGET
COMMISSION
2021 Estimated Allocation

125,776

PER BUDGET
SUBMITTED

110,000

VARIANCE

15,776

ORDINANCE NO. 2021-32
Introduced by Joel Hagy
AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE TAX LEVIES FOR THE CITY OF HURON FOR
THE FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING JANUARY 1, 2022 AS DETERMINED BY THE
BUDGET COMMISSION AND CERTIFYING SAID LEVIES TO THE COUNTY
AUDITOR AND DECLARING AN EMERGENCY.
WHEREAS, this Council, in accordance with the provisions of the law, previously adopted a tax
budget for the fiscal year beginning January 1, 2022, and;
WHEREAS, the Budget Commission of Erie County, Ohio, has certified its action thereon to this
Council together with the estimate by the County Auditor of the rate of tax that can be levied by
this Council and what part thereof is within and what part without the ten-mill charter limitation.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF HURON,
OHIO:
Section 1. That there be, and hereby is, levied on the tax duplicate of said City of Huron,
County of Erie, for the fiscal year beginning January 1, 2022, the following sums and rates (as set
forth in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and made a part hereof):
Amounts to be Derived
Outside
Inside
10 mill
10 Mill
Limitation
Limitation
General Fund
Police Pension
Fire Pension
Fire Levy

$317,888
$ 68,119
$ 45,413
$602,564

Estimate of Rate to be Levied
Inside
Outside
10 Mill
10 Mill
Limitation
Limitation
1.40
0.30
0.20
3.00

Section 2. That the Clerk of Council be, and she hereby is, directed to certify a copy of this
Ordinance to the County Auditor of Erie County, Ohio.
Section 3. That this Council hereby finds and determines that all formal actions relative
to the adoption of this Ordinance were taken in an open meeting of the Council and that all
deliberations of this Council and of its committees, if any, which resulted in formal action, were
taken in meetings open to the public in full compliance with applicable legal requirements,
including O.R.C. § 121.22

{02965775 - 1}

Section 4. That this Ordinance is hereby declared to be an emergency measure, necessary
for the public health, safety and welfare and for the further reason that the funds to be derived from
the tax levies hereby provided are necessary for the fiscal operation of the City for the year 2022,
WHEREFORE, in accordance with 3.06 of the Charter of the City of Huron, Ohio, the ordinance
shall be in full force and effect immediately following its adoption.

______
Sam Artino, Mayor
ATTEST:
Clerk of Council
ADOPTED:

{02965775 - 1}

TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

Mayor Artino and City Council
Cory Swaisgood , Finance Director
Ordinance No. 2021-33
September 14, 2021

Financial Review
The ordinance to issue bonds for an amount not to exceed $300,000 is specifically related to US 6 Road
Improvements and Street Lighting Project along US 6. Presented during the August Finance Committee, this
legislation will not result in a bond issuance to the open market. Due to the City's strong financial situation the
City will internally issue and buy the debt. This is a common practice among government entities with excess cash
reserves and allowed under the Ohio Revised Code. This specific issuance is called Treasury Bonds or Manuscript
Debt. After final costs are known, the City will use excess cash reserves in the General Fund and/or Water Fund to
pay for these projects out of the Capital Improvement Fund (Fund 401). Fund 401 will pay back the General Fund
and/or Water Fund with interest over a 5-year period. The City expects to pay the debt back sooner than 5 years.
Manuscript Debt not only saves the City on interest cost but cost of issuance, as well.

Legal Review
The matter has been reviewed, follows normal administrative procedure and is properly before you.

Recommendation
If Council is in agreement, a motion adopting Ordinance 2021-33 as an emergency measure is in order.
Ordinance No. 2021-33 Exhibit 1.pdf
Ordinance No. 2021-33.DOC

ORDINANCE NO. 2021-33
Introduced by Mark Claus

AN ORDINANCE` PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF BONDS IN THE
MAXIMUM PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF $300,000 TO PAY COSTS OF IMPROVING THE
PORTION OF US-6 LOCATED IN THE CITY BY CONSTRUCTING,
RECONSTRUCTING, RESURFACING, PAVING, GRADING, DRAINING AND
MAKING OTHER IMPROVEMENTS AND, IN CONNECTION THEREWITH,
CONSTRUCTING AND RECONSTRUCTING, AS NECESSARY, CURBS, GUTTERS,
SIDEWALKS, CONCRETE APRONS, STORM SEWERS AND RELATED DRAINAGE
FACILITIES, AND REPLACING OR ADDING LIGHTING AND TRAFFIC SIGNALS,
TOGETHER WITH ALL NECESSARY RELATED IMPROVEMENTS AND
APPURTENANCES THERETO, ALL AS DESIGNATED IN THE PLANS APPROVED
OR TO BE APPROVED BY COUNCIL, AND DECLARING AN EMERGENCY.
WHEREAS, the Director of Finance, as fiscal officer of the City, has certified to this
Council that the estimated life or period of usefulness of the improvement described in Section 1 is
at least five years and the estimated maximum maturity of the Bonds described in Section 1 is 20
years.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
HURON, COUNTY OF ERIE, OHIO:
Section 1. Authorized Principal Amount and Purpose. This Council determines that it
is necessary and in the best interest of the City to issue bonds of this City in the maximum
principal amount of $300,000 (the Bonds) to pay costs of improving the portion of US-6 located in
the City by constructing, reconstructing, resurfacing, paving, grading, draining and making other
improvements and, in connection therewith, constructing and reconstructing, as necessary, curbs,
gutters, sidewalks, concrete aprons, storm sewers and related drainage facilities, and replacing or
adding lighting and traffic signals, together with all necessary related improvements and
appurtenances thereto, all as designated in the plans approved or to be approved by Council.
The aggregate principal amount of Bonds to be issued shall not exceed $300,000 and
shall be issued in an amount determined by the Director of Finance in the Certificate of Award
(as defined in Section 7) to be the aggregate principal amount of Bonds required to be issued at
this time in order to effect the purpose for which the Bonds are to be issued, including the payment
of any expenses properly allocable to the issuance of the Bonds.
Section 2. Denominations; Dating; Principal and Interest Payment; Redemption. The
Bonds shall be issued only as fully registered bonds, in the principal amount specified in the
Certificate of Award, in denominations requested by the original purchaser but not exceeding the
principal amount maturing on any one date, provided that if the original purchaser shall so elect, a
single bond, in printed or typewritten form, may be issued with multiple maturities of principal in
amounts equal to the aggregate principal amount of Bonds stated to mature on a particular maturity
date; and unless otherwise specified in the Certificate of Award, shall be dated their date of
issuance.

Unless otherwise specified in the Certificate of Award, the Bonds shall mature on December
1 in each year commencing December 1, 2022, and ending December 1, 2027, and shall bear
interest (computed on the basis of a 360-day year consisting of 12 30-day months), payable on
December 1 of each year (the Interest Payment Dates), commencing June 1, 2022, until the
principal amount has been paid or provided for, at a rate or rates specified in the Certificate of
Award not to exceed 4.00% per year.
The Bonds of any one maturity shall all bear the same rate of interest. The Bonds shall bear
interest from the most recent date to which interest has been paid or provided for or, if no interest
has been paid or provided for, from their date.
The annual maturities for the Bonds, and any adjustments of those times of payment which
shall be evidenced in the Certificate of Award, shall all be such that the total estimated principal and
interest payments on the Bonds in any fiscal year in which principal is payable are no more than
three times the amount of those payments in any other fiscal year.
The Bonds shall be subject to call for redemption in whole or in part at any time at par
and accrued interest to the date of redemption. Any right of redemption shall be exercised by
ordinance of this Council; and notice of the call for redemption, specifying the redemption price
to be paid, the date fixed for redemption and the place where the amounts due upon redemption
are payable, shall be given by the Bond Registrar (as defined in Section 4) on behalf of the City
by mailing a copy of the redemption notice by first class mail, postage prepaid, at least 30 days
prior to the date fixed for redemption, to the registered owner of each Bond subject to
redemption at the registered owner’s address shown on the Bond Register (as defined in
Section 6) maintained by the Bond Registrar at the close of business on the 15th day preceding
that mailing. Each owner may, however, waive such a notice, but, if notice is given, failure to
receive notice by mail or any defect in that notice regarding any Bond shall not affect the validity
of the proceedings for the redemption of any Bond. Upon the redemption date, all interest on the
Bonds so called shall cease unless default shall be made, upon the presentation of the Bonds, in
the payment of the redemption price and accrued interest to the redemption date. Any
redemption of the Bonds shall be indicated by appropriate endorsement thereon.
Section 3. Execution and Authentication of Bonds. The Bonds shall be signed by the
City Manager and the Director of Finance, in the name of the City and in their official capacities,
provided that either or both of those signatures may be a facsimile. The Bonds shall be numbered
as determined by the Director of Finance, and shall express upon their face the purpose, in
summary terms, for which they are issued and that they are issued pursuant to this Ordinance.
No Bond shall be valid or obligatory for any purpose or shall be entitled to any security or
benefit under this Ordinance unless and until the certificate of authentication appearing on the
Bond is signed by the Bond Registrar as authenticating agent. Authentication by the Bond
Registrar shall be conclusive evidence that the Bond so authenticated has been duly issued,
signed and delivered under, and is entitled to the security and benefit of, this Ordinance. The
certificate of authentication may be signed by any authorized officer or employee of the Bond
Registrar or by any other person acting as an agent of the Bond Registrar and approved by the
Director of Finance on behalf of the City. The same person need not sign the certificate of
authentication on all of the Bonds.
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Section 4. Appointment of Bond Registrar. The Director of Finance is authorized and
directed to act as the authenticating agent, bond registrar, transfer agent and paying agent for the
Bonds (the Bond Registrar).
Section 5. Payment of Debt Charges. The debt charges on the Bonds shall be payable
in lawful money of the United States of America without deduction for the services of the Bond
Registrar as paying agent. Principal shall be payable when due upon presentation and surrender
of the Bonds at the office of the Bond Registrar. Interest on a Bond shall be paid on each
Interest Payment Date by check or draft mailed to the registered owner shown, and to that
person’s address appearing, on the Bond Register at the close of business on the 15th day
preceding the Interest Payment Date (the Record Date). If a single bond is issued in accordance
with Section 2 hereof, principal and interest shall be paid upon presentation of the Bond for the
proper endorsement of such payments.
Section 6. Registration; Transfer and Exchange. So long as any of the Bonds remain
outstanding, the City will cause the Bond Registrar to maintain and keep at the office of the
Director of Finance all books and records necessary for the registration, exchange and transfer of
Bonds as provided in this Section (the Bond Register). Subject to the provisions of Section 5,
the person in whose name a Bond is registered on the Bond Register shall be regarded as the
absolute owner of that Bond for all purposes of this Ordinance. Payment of or on account of the
debt charges on any Bond shall be made only to or upon the order of that person; neither the City
nor the Bond Registrar shall be affected by any notice to the contrary, but the registration may be
changed as provided in this Section. All such payments shall be valid and effectual to satisfy and
discharge the City’s liability upon the Bond, including interest, to the extent of the amount or
amounts so paid.
Any Bond may be exchanged for Bonds of any authorized denomination upon
presentation and surrender at the office of the Bond Registrar, together with a request for
exchange signed by the registered owner or by a person legally empowered to do so in a form
satisfactory to the Bond Registrar. A Bond may be transferred only on the Bond Register upon
presentation and surrender of the Bond at the office of the Bond Registrar, together with an
assignment executed by the registered owner or by a person legally empowered to do so in a
form satisfactory to the Bond Registrar. Upon exchange or transfer the Bond Registrar shall
complete, authenticate and deliver a new Bond or Bonds of any authorized denomination or
denominations requested by the owner equal in the aggregate to the unmatured principal amount
of the Bond surrendered and bearing interest at the same rate and maturing on the same date.
If manual signatures on behalf of the City are required, the Bond Registrar shall
undertake the exchange or transfer of Bonds only after the new Bonds are signed by the
authorized officers of the City. In all cases of Bonds exchanged or transferred, the City shall
sign and the Bond Registrar shall authenticate and deliver Bonds in accordance with the
provisions of this Ordinance. The exchange or transfer shall be without charge to the owner,
except that the City and Bond Registrar may make a charge sufficient to reimburse them for any
tax or other governmental charge required to be paid with respect to the exchange or transfer.
The City or the Bond Registrar may require that those charges, if any, be paid before the
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procedure is begun for the exchange or transfer. All Bonds issued and authenticated upon any
exchange or transfer shall be the valid obligations of the City, evidencing the same debt, and
entitled to the same security and benefit under this Ordinance, as the Bonds surrendered upon
that exchange or transfer.
Any Bond surrendered to the Bond Registrar for payment, retirement, exchange,
replacement or transfer shall be cancelled by the Bond Registrar. The City may at any time
deliver to the Bond Registrar for cancellation any previously authenticated and delivered Bonds
that the City may have acquired in any manner whatsoever, and those Bonds shall be promptly
cancelled by the Bond Registrar.
Section 7. Award and Sale of Bonds. The Bonds are offered at a purchase price, not
less than par, as shall be determined by the Director of Finance, to the Treasury Investment
Board of the City for investment under Section 731.56 of the Revised Code. Bonds not so
purchased shall be sold at not less than par at private sale by the Director of Finance in
accordance with law and the provisions of this Ordinance. The Director of Finance shall
determine the principal amount of the Bonds to be issued and the interest rate the Bonds shall bear,
shall make the other designations authorized herein to the extent required, shall sign a Certificate of
Award (the Certificate of Award) awarding and selling the Bonds and evidencing those designations
and shall cause the Bonds to be prepared, signed and delivered, together with a true transcript of
proceedings with reference to the issuance of the Bonds, to the original purchaser upon payment of
the purchase price. The City Manager, the Director of Finance, the Law Director, the Clerk of
Council and other City officials, as appropriate, each are authorized and directed to sign any
transcript certificates, financial statements and other documents and instruments and to take such
actions as are necessary or appropriate to consummate the transactions contemplated by this
Ordinance.
Section 8. Application of Proceeds. The proceeds from the sale of the Bonds, except
any premium and accrued interest, shall be paid into the proper fund or funds, and those proceeds
are appropriated and shall be used for the purpose for which the Bonds are being issued. Any
portion of those proceeds representing premium and accrued interest shall be paid into the Bond
Retirement Fund
Section 9. Provisions for Tax Levy. There shall be levied on all the taxable property in
the City, in addition to all other taxes, a direct tax annually during the period the Bonds are
outstanding in an amount sufficient to pay the debt charges on the Bonds when due, which tax shall
not be less than the interest and sinking fund tax required by Section 11 of Article XII of the Ohio
Constitution. The tax shall be within the ten-mill limitation imposed by law, shall be and is ordered
computed, certified, levied and extended upon the tax duplicate and collected by the same officers,
in the same manner and at the same time that taxes for general purposes for each of those years are
certified, levied, extended and collected, and shall be placed before and in preference to all other
items and for the full amount thereof. The proceeds of the tax levy shall be placed in the Bond
Retirement Fund, which is irrevocably pledged for the payment of the debt charges on the Bonds
when and as the same fall due. In each year the amount of the tax shall be reduced by the amount of
lawfully available municipal income taxes appropriated and to be applied to the payment of the debt
charges on the Bonds in compliance with the following covenant. To the extent necessary, the debt
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charges on the Bonds shall be paid from municipal income taxes lawfully available therefor under
the Constitution and laws of the State of Ohio and the Charter of the City; and the City hereby
covenants, subject and pursuant to such authority, including particularly Sections 133.05(B)(7) and
5705.51(A)(5) and (D) of the Revised Code, to appropriate annually from such municipal income
taxes such amounts, and to continue to levy and collect such municipal income taxes in such
amounts, as are necessary to meet such annual debt charges. Nothing in this section in any way
diminishes the irrevocable pledge of the full faith and credit and general property taxing power of
the City to the prompt payment of the debt charges on the Bonds.
Section 10. Certification and Delivery of Ordinance and Certificate of Award. The
Clerk of Council is directed to deliver or cause to be delivered a certified copy of this Ordinance and
a signed copy of the Certificate of Award to the Erie County Auditor.
Section 11.
Retention of Bond Counsel. The legal services of Squire Patton Boggs
(US) LLP, as bond counsel, be and are hereby retained. The legal services shall be in the nature
of legal advice and recommendations as to the documents and the proceedings in connection
with the issuance and sale of the Bonds and the rendering of the necessary legal opinion upon the
delivery of the Bonds. In rendering those legal services, as an independent contractor and in an
attorney-client relationship, that firm shall not exercise any administrative discretion on behalf of
the City in the formulation of public policy, expenditure of public funds, enforcement of laws,
rules and regulations of the State, the City or any other political subdivision, or the execution of
public trusts. That firm shall be paid just and reasonable compensation for those legal services
and shall be reimbursed for the actual out-of-pocket expenses it incurs in rendering those legal
services. The Director of Finance is authorized and directed to make appropriate certification as
to the availability of funds for those fees and any reimbursement and to issue an appropriate
order for their timely payment as written statements are submitted by that firm.
Section 12. Satisfaction of Conditions for Bond Issuance. This Council determines that
all acts and conditions necessary to be performed by the City or to have been met precedent to
and in the issuing of the Bonds in order to make them legal, valid and binding general
obligations of the City have been performed and have been met, or will at the time of delivery of
the Bonds have been performed and have been met, in regular and due form as required by law;
that the full faith and credit and general property taxing power (as described in Section 9) of the
City are pledged for the timely payment of the debt charges on the Bonds; and that no statutory
or constitutional limitation of indebtedness or taxation will have been exceeded in the issuance of
the Bonds.
Section 13. Compliance with Open Meeting Requirements. This Council finds and
determines that all formal actions of this Council and of any of its committees concerning and
relating to the passage of this Ordinance were taken in open meetings of this Council or committees,
and that all deliberations of this Council and of any of its committees that resulted in those formal
actions were in meetings open to the public, all in compliance with the law.
Section 14. Captions and Headings. The captions and headings in this Ordinance are
solely for convenience of reference and in no way define, limit or describe the scope or intent of
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any Sections, subsections, paragraphs, subparagraphs or clauses hereof. Reference to a Section
means a section of this Ordinance unless otherwise indicated.
Section 15. Declaration of Emergency; Effective Date. This Ordinance is declared to be
an emergency measure necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health and
safety of the City, and for the further reason that this Ordinance must be immediately effective so
that the Bonds can be delivered at the earliest possible date, which is necessary to enable the City
to enter into contracts for the improvement which is needed to provide for the health and safety of
the residents of the City; wherefore, this Ordinance shall be in full force and effect immediately
upon its passage.

ATTEST: ________________________

________________________________________
Sam Artino, Mayor

ADOPTED: _______________________
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TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

Mayor Artino and City Council
Cory Swaisgood , Finance Director
Ordinance No. 2021-34
September 14, 2021

Subject Matter/Background
Ordinance 2021-34 requests the Council's authorization for changes to the annual budget appropriations. Please
refer to Exhibit "A" of the ordinance for the detailed break

Financial Review
See Exhibit "A" for financial review and details of supplemental appropriations and an increase in estimated
resources.

Legal Review
The matter has been reviewed, follows normal administrative procedure and is proper

Recommendation
The Council should consider a motion adopting Ordinance 2021-34 as presented in order to maintain budgetary
compliance.
Ordinance No. 2021-34.doc
2021-34.pdf

ORDINANCE NO. 2021-34
Introduced by Mark Claus

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE NO. 2020-34, ADOPTED DECEMBER 8,
2020, TO PROVIDE FOR SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS FROM THE
GENERAL FUND AND OTHER FUNDING SOURCES, AN INCREASE IN
ESTIMATED RESOURCES, AND DECLARING AN EMERGENCY.
WHEREAS, pursuant to Ordinance No. 2020-34, adopted December 8, 2020, Huron
City Council adopted the annual budget for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2021 for the
operations of all City departments and offices; and
WHEREAS, Council has established various funds for the financial operation of the
City, and through the current fiscal year certain funds have been determined to have insufficient
funds and certain funds have been determined to have excess funds; and
WHEREAS, it is necessary to amend the budget to reflect appropriation transfers,
supplemental appropriations and an increased in estimated resources to accommodate the
operational needs of certain City departments and offices and to assure all funds of the City are
in proper balance.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF HURON, OHIO:
SECTION 1. That Exhibit "A" of Ordinance No. 2020-34, adopted on the December 8,
2020, as amended by Ordinance No. 2021-2 adopted on January 26, 2021, as amended by
Ordinance No. 2021-10 adopted on March 9, 2021, as amended by Ordinance No. 2021-11
adopted on April 13, 2021, as amended by Ordinance No. 2021-17 adopted on April 27, 2021, as
amended by Ordinance 2021-20 adopted on June 22, 2021, and as amended by Ordinance 202128 adopted on July 27, 2021 is hereby amended to provide for supplemental appropriations and
appropriation transfers and an increase in estimated resources as to each fund set forth in Exhibit
"A" attached hereto and made a part hereof.
SECTION 2. That the Director of Finance and the City Manager are hereby authorized
to expend the funds herein appropriated for the purpose of paying the operating expenses of the
City for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2021, and to make the necessary entries on the
accounting records of the City to reflect the appropriations and expenditures herein authorized to
properly balance the various funds of the City.
SECTION 3. That it is hereby found and determined that all formal actions of this
Council concerning and relating to the passage of this Ordinance were adopted in an open
meeting of this Council and that all deliberations of this Council and any of its committees that
resulted in such formal action were in meetings open to the public in compliance with all legal
requirements, including O.R.C. §121.22.
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SECTION 4. That this Ordinance is hereby declared to be an emergency measure
necessary for the immediate preservation of the public health, safety and general welfare of the
residents and for the further reason that this Ordinance shall become immediately effective to
fund the operations of the City of Huron; additionally, in accordance with Section 3.06 of the
Charter of the City of Huron, appropriation ordinances shall take effect immediately.
WHEREFORE this Ordinance shall take effect immediately upon its adoption.

Sam Artino, Mayor

ATTEST:
Clerk of Council
ADOPTED:

.
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CITY OF HURON
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS AND ESTIMATED RESOURCES
SUMMARY SHEET
DATE:
ORDINANCE:

9/14/2021
2021-34

Appropriation Measure
Reason for Appropriation Measure

The following appropriation measures are necessary to properly budget for and pay anticipated expenditures. Supplemental budget is needed in the Economic
Development Fund for $53,000, mostly due to the temporary road fix on Sawmill Parkway previously approved by Council. This expense will ultimately be reimbursed out
of future TIF proceeds. Therefore, the Economic Development Fund will be repaid. $2,500 of supplemental appropriations for the Economic Development Fund is due to
the City Architecture change order. There is sufficient fund balance in Fund 277 to accommodate these expenses. Additional budget is necessary to properly budget for
legal expenses related to the sale of transmission assets to AMP-T and Huron Public Power rate changes. Supplemental appropriations in the Capital Improvement Fund is
necessary to pay for Sawmill Parkway's design services. This cost is offset with an increase in estimated resources for the same amount due to reimbursements from state
and federal grants awarded to the City. Finally, the General Fund's dispatch contract needs additional appropriations through the rest of 2021 due to the increase in rates.
The dispatch contract was renewed earlier this year, which remains a significant savings from funding a Huron-only dispatch center.
The increases in estimated resources are due to an increase in Nickel Plate Parking Revenue than initially budgeted for the second year in a row, and the grants awarded
to the City for the Sawmill Parkway improvements.
In accordance with the Ohio Revised Code, Council must approve supplemental appropriations, budget transfers above the City's legal level of control, and amendments
to estimated resources. The net impact on the budget is -$71,000, which is largely due to the temporary road repairs at Sawmill Parkway that will be reimbursed through
TIF proceeds.

APPROPRIATION MEASURE
Fund Name

Fund Number

Department/Activity

Object Level

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUND
ELECTRIC FUND
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
GENERAL FUND

277
654
401
110

Econ. Dev.
Electric
General Capital
Police/Fire Comm.

Other Expenses
Other Expenses
Other Expenses
Other Expenses

Increase/(Decrease) Amount

$
$
$
$

NET IMPACT ON TOTAL APPOPRIATIONS $

Total Appropriations
After Adjustment

53,000.00 $
40,000.00 $
230,000.00 $
8,000.00 $

331,000

235,443
6,491,833
2,424,637
49,000

ESTIMATED RESOURCES AMENDMENT
Fund

Fund - Account #

Account Description

PARKS AND RECREATION
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND

207-0006-41528
401-0005-41414

NICKEL PLATE FEES
SAWMILL PARKWAY GRANTS

Increase/(Decrease) Amount

$
$

NET IMPACT ON TOTAL EST. RESOURCES $
Net Overall Impact to Budget $

Total Est. Resources
After Adjustment

30,000.00 $
230,000.00 $
260,000
(71,000)

65,000
230,000

